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OVER 40 NEW PRODUCTS!
Dear Clinician,

We’re happy to bring you an even bigger catalog this year because of the great new products we found that provide assessment and therapy for clients in a variety of clinical settings! With over 40 NEW products, we added titles to all of the therapy areas of your work.

But we’ve also maintained our classics—with authors like Richard Dressler (LARK, page 6); Susan Brubaker (pages 10, 11), who also has a new card set for memory; and Kathy Kilpatrick’s VNS books (page 9) and her new books on Alzheimer’s (page 50) and cognitive communication (page 34). We also have additional products for cognitive remediation that includes the APT series by McKay Sohlberg and Catherine Mateer (page 34).

In the area of left visual neglect, an innovative product—the Visuospatial Training Tablet—is now available for the first time (page 30). And to keep you in touch with the latest technology, find new ads for the Attainment Apps (page 14), Spectramed (page 36), Therabill (page 23), and training from Passy-Muir (inside back cover).

As you know, our products are all available on our website at AliMed.com. This year we’ve strengthened each category to make it easier for you to find the products you need.

We’ll be adding products to our website as we find them, so check back often to find the latest. All of our publications are available free of charge. Just call us at 800-225-2610 to request any catalog for yourself, your colleagues, or your institution. We’re here to help!

Sincerely yours,

Julian Cherubini
President, AliMed® inc.

P.S. Remember if you have suggestions about our catalog, product line or website, please don’t hesitate to contact me personally at extension 127.
Aphasia Assessment

**Fourth edition**

Examininng for Aphasia—Fourth Edition (EFA-4), Leonard L. LaPointe and Jon Eisenson
Assesses the relative impact of this brain-based language disorder on quality of life. Revised to evaluate the cognitive, personality, and linguistic modifications that are associated with acquired aphasia. It tests visual, auditory, and tactile recognition as well as auditory and reading comprehension of words, sentences, and paragraphs. Subtests help determine areas of strength and weakness for receptive and expressive functions as well as for the communication processes. Administered in 30 to 60 minutes.

EFA-4 kit contains: examiner’s manual, picture book, 25 each of all diagnostic and response form booklets needed, and manipulative kit in sturdy storage box

#MCC82832 $365.75 kit

Boston Assessment of Severe Aphasia (BASA), Nancy Helm-Estabrooks, Gail Ramsberger, Alisa R. Morgan and Marjorie Nicholas
Quickly identifies and quantifies spared language abilities of clients with severe impairments in comprehension and production of language long before other measures are appropriate—even at bedside. Immediate treatment planning uses the strongest response modalities with stimuli that elicit the most communicative responses. Administered in 20 to 30 minutes; gives baseline; scores both verbal and nonverbal responses.

BASA kit contains: examiner’s manual, stimulus cards, manipulative set, custom clipboard, 25 record forms, and storage box

#MCC80143 BASA COMPLETE KIT $373.75 kit

#MCC80144 ADDITIONAL RECORD FORMS, 25/PK $56.75 pk

A mini Inventory of Right Brain Injury (MIRBI-2), Revised, Patricia A. Pimental and Jeffrey A. Knight
Quick and easy screen for neurocognitive deficits. Gives severity index and deficit profile for clients ages 20 through 80. For speech, occupational and physical therapists, nurses, and other professionals on the neurogenic team. Shows a deficit profile based on underlying disorders in processing. Tests attention, ability to explain incongruities, absurdiies, figurative language and similarities, affective language, emotions and affect processing, understanding humor, praxis, and expressive ability. Normed test with right-left differentiation subscale and triplicate narrative report form.

MIRBI-2 kit contains: examiner’s manual, 25 test booklets, 25 report forms, and storage box

#MCC80159 $225.00 kit

Assessment of Language-Related Functional Activities (ALFA), Kathleen A. Baines, Ann W. Martin, and Heidi McMartin-Heeringa
Assesses in 30- to 90-minute segments. Ten subtests, each assessing a different functional activity: telling time, counting money, addressing an envelope, etc. As client performs each activity, assessor records an objective, quantitative score. Subtests require use of all language modalities, cognitive, and motor skills. Allows observation of multiple cognitive processes to eliminate administration of specialized tests.

ALFA kit contains: examiner’s manual, picture book, 25 profile/examiner record forms, and materials kit (tokens, clock, chart, envelopes), and storage box

#MCC81997 ALFA KIT $227.75 kit

#MCC81998 ADDITIONAL RECORD FORMS, 25/PK $49.75 pk

Assessment of Language-Related Functional Activities

Elicits communicative responses
Aphasia Screens

Aphasia Diagnostic Profiles (ADP), Nancy Helm-Estabrooks A quick, efficient, and systematic method of assessing language and communication impairment. Nine brief subtests create composite scores; profiles address critical areas of performance. Severity profile indicates overall severity and specific strengths and weaknesses. Alternative profile identifies the client’s strongest response modalities. Error profiles identify the communication values. Behavioral profile indexes overall social-emotional state. Administered in 40 to 50 minutes.

ADP kit contains: examiner’s manual, stimulus cards/letter board, 25 record forms, and carrying case

#MCC80145    ADP COMPLETE KIT       $258.75 kit
#MCC80146    ADDITIONAL RECORD FORMS, 25/PK       $75.75 pk

Bedside Evaluation Screening Test (BEST-2), Second Edition, Joyce Fitch-West, Elaine S. Sands, and Deborah Ross-Swain For the entire neurogenic team working on communicative modalities. Assesses and quantifies adult language disorders resulting from aphasia. An efficient, convenient screening instrument administered individually in less than 20 minutes. Seven subtests assess competence in speaking, comprehension, and reading. Examiner can use the sample summary form for medical charts or client folders.


#MCC80492       $231.00 kit

The Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE), Third Edition, Harold Goodglass and Edith Kaplan An update of a standard in the field. Includes new short form. Subtests allow examiners to choose only those needed for follow-up. Includes fluency, auditory comprehension, naming, oral reading, repetition, paraphrasing, automatic sequences, reading comprehension, writing, music, and spatial and computational assessment. The Boston Naming Test (BNT) is included and can be used independently.

BDAE kit contains: manual; record and short-form booklets; stimulus cards; DVD; and BNT scoring booklet

#MCC82311    BDAE COMPLETE KIT       $624.75 kit
#MCC81597    ADDITIONAL BNT FORMS, 25/PK.       $47.75 pk

Reading Comprehension Battery for Aphasia (RCBA-2), Second Edition, Leonard L. LaPointe and Jennifer Horner Systematic evaluation of the nature and degree of impairment in adults, including oral reading comprehension. Measures and guides the direction and focus of therapy. Twenty subtests are individually administered. Subtests cover single-word comprehension of visual confusions; auditory and semantic confusions; functional reading; synonyms; sentence comprehension; short paragraph comprehension; paragraphs; and morphosyntactic reading with lexical controls.


#MCC80496       $249.00 kit
Aphasia Therapy

Early Aphasia Therapy, Emily Pietz Porter. This structured, easy-to-use, picture-based program gives a hierarchy of difficulty that is increased systematically. A concise, organized source for the most common activities used in early aphasia therapy. Activities include singing and rhythm, automatic speech, phrase completion, naming, confrontational sentence formulation, and responsive and open-ended sentence formulation. Standard cuing sequence adds consistency. Instructions for therapist and caregiver are clear, and carryover activities are easy to copy and use. Large print and clear illustrations are easy for client to identify and are appropriate for all ages.

273 pages, three-ring binder

#MCC81899 $97.00 ea

Lessons for the Right Brain, Kathleen Anderson and Pamela Crowe Miller. Hundreds of exercises in five workbooks help clients regain skills in Memory, Reading and Writing; Visual Perception and Attention; Thought Organization; and Self Perception/Organizing Functional Information. Helps clients with relevant skills for recall, daily living, discrimination between like and unlike items, composing sentences, exploring personal attributes, and problem-solving.

Five 64-page workbooks, softcovers

#MCC80147 $73.75 set

Adults with Profound Communication Difficulties, Fiona Sugden-Best. Helps clients with limited motor control and a reliance on yes/no responses and/or eye pointing. It has practical ideas for every aspect of therapy, from assessment to exercises to follow-up. Includes photocopy-friendly worksheets in large type and pictures to help independent work, as well as handouts for caregivers. Applicable for a variety of clinical settings. Contains activities and therapy for oromotor exercises and desensitization, articulation, language assessments, AAC, and breathing.

200 pages, softcover, wire binding

#MCC81988 $81.00 ea

Photo Cue Cards & More Photo Cue Cards, J.Y.K. Kerr. Each set features meaningful photographs of real-life objects, people, and activities. Practical applications for any therapy approach to vocabulary and language structures and functions. Both card sets include themes of household objects, everyday activities, food and drink, clothing, local places, and occupations. Index with each box adds other categories, such as clothing care, at the office, and camping/picnicking. Instructor's manual describes 85 activities for oral language practice.

Each set contains: 300 full-color 6" x 4" cards, 167-page softcover manual, 17 master cards, storage box

#MCC81626 PHOTO CUE CARDS $164.75 set

#MCC81627 MORE PHOTO CUE CARDS $164.75 set
**Aphasia Therapy**

**Everyday Activities to Sequence,** Mary Pitti Daly and Daniel D. Daly  A valuable tool for clients who have neurogenic disorders. Full-color cards help with sequencing and organizational skills. The 80 cards depict 20 sequences, including activities of daily living, household tasks, community mobility, and hospital situations. Manual suggests applications for individuals and groups. Reproducible forms help document responses and track progress. Helps retrain language, enhance critical thinking, and develop problem-solving skills.

Contains: 80 full-color 8" x 6" cards and eight-page softcover manual

#MCC81569  $109.75 set

**Anatomical Chart—Understanding Stroke**

Aids in discussion of specific client deficits and needed therapy. Helps clients and family members understand effects of stroke. Features medical terminology and excellent graphics.

Laminated with flexible plastic, 20" x 26", top corner eyelets, full color

#MCC73355  $25.75 ea

Also available: Pharynx and Larynx Chart, p. 22; Brain Charts, p. 23.

---

**Everyday Expressions Aphasia Therapy Program,** Diana J. Goodwin  Developed by a speech therapist, this program gives practical, interesting, and enjoyable treatment material for older clients with expressive language impairments. Directly facilitates recovery of functional communication skills with 78 illustrated expressions organized into five categories of expressions: general social, daily living activities, dining out, at the doctor's office, and visiting with friends. Beneficial to those with dysarthria, Parkinson's disease, cognitive impairments, or with clients who stutter. The back of each card has a written expression and description of the situation. Manual gives specific instructions for use; writing and documenting outcomes; and home practice instructions, as well as reproducible drill and progress logs.

Contains: 78 cards (4"W x 6"H) and 12-page instruction manual

#MCC82638  $78.75 kit

**Aphasia Therapy Workbooks,** Julie Guerrero  When material is used for between-session practice, clients recover their language skills more quickly. These reproducible workbooks feature word retrieval; graphic, problem-solving, and reading skills; independent completion; activities presented at different levels for graded practice; large, easy-to-read type; and uncluttered pages.

**Volume 1** features a mixture of language tasks, including phrase completion, matching words to meanings, rhyming, scrambled sentences, and category cross-outs.

325 pages, three-ring binder

**Volume 2** emphasizes spelling skills as well as more word finding, cognitive skills, and problem-solving activities. It also includes crossword-style fill-ins, word searches, letter subtraction, finding words within words, and more.

Each has 372 pages in a three-ring binder

#MCC81902  VOLUME 1  $90.00 ea

#MCC81903  VOLUME 2  $90.00 ea

---

**Manual of Aphasia and Aphasia Therapy—Second Edition,** Nancy Helm-Estabrooks and Martin L. Albert  For analyzing the neuroanatomy of language in the study of brain-language relations. Describes the neuroanatomical and neuropathologic bases and differential diagnosis. Discusses in detail both functionally motivated and high-tech approaches to assessment and rehabilitation. Topics cover exams, the development of individualized treatment programs, and the implementation of existing methods, and the neuropsychiatric, psychosocial, and legal aspects of aphasia.

421 pages, softcover, spiral-bound

#MCC82183  $72.75 ea
**Language Therapy Cards**

**Orient Express Trio** These 75 brightly illustrated question-and-answer cards relate to spatial, temporal, and environmental concepts. Most popular answers are illustrated for each question but additional answers are acceptable. Recognition of both picture and words are given. Therapist or client reads the question, client provides an answer, and flips the card to verify. To elicit recall, client can flip the card for the answer before the question is presented. The conversation can then be expanded to practice expressive language. Appropriate for clients with aphasia and cognitive impairments.

Contains: 75 cards (6” x 4½”), dividers, instructions, and sturdy plastic container

#MCC83040 $80.00 bx

**Double-Sided Image Therapy Cards** These offer an innovative and realistic approach to expressive and receptive language therapy. Use for word finding, categorization, naming, and reminiscing. Each double-sided card pictures an object on one side, and repeats the object along with the name on the other side. The five categories have 20 cards each and include animals, transportation, foods, around the house, and items found indoors.

Contains: 100 cards (6” x 4½”), dividers, instruction card, and sturdy plastic container

#MCC82994 $81.00 bx

**Language and Literacy Rehabilitation Toolbox**

A multi-modality treatment tool to use with adolescents and adults who have language and communication needs: picture cards, 52 one-inch wooden capital letters in drawstring bag, square of black felt, blank dry-erase cards, and dry-erase pen. Instructional manual and cue cards provide standardized procedures required to help with communication skills in clients with mild to severe language impairments. The toolbox offers the flexibility to target auditory comprehension, verbal comprehension, memory, reading and writing skills in both English and Spanish—all in one portable kit. Suggestions for treatment techniques and cueing strategies included. The 130 picture cards divide into 11 categories for easy selection, re-filing, and implementation. Names of functional objects, people, places, and special interests of today’s society are on the reverse side in large, bold text in both English and Spanish.

All items come in a portable 8”W x 9”L x 4”H storage box

#MCC82973 $126.75 kit

**The Language Builder Card Sets,**

**Angela Nelson and Karen French Patterson**

**Picture Noun Cards** Bright, pleasing photo cards from nine basic categories (animals, foods, vehicles, furniture, clothing, toys, everyday objects, shapes, and colors). The only flashcard set to offer 15 Basic Stage Set (105 cards). In Stage One, two identical images are on white backgrounds, including shape and color cards. In Stage Two, five similar images are in their natural settings.

Contains: 250 cards (3½” x 5”), stickers, and dividers in storage box

#MCC82862 $154.00 set

**Emotion Cards**

This new set of cards depicts facial expressions and emotion-provoking scenarios featuring people of various ages and ethnicities. Half of the images are against a plain background, showing only the upper body and face, clearly depicting a single emotion. The remaining cards show people in real situations and activities with natural settings and contexts inviting discussion about a range of emotions. The back of each card is numbered, labeled, and has suggested activities.

Contains: 80 cards (3½” x 5”), dividers, and instruction booklet in sturdy storage box

#MCC82953 $35.75 set

**Picture Nouns 1 and 2**

Six different activities allow selection of words, word list, or categories. Activities include identification, matching, multiple choice, sorting similar images, and grouping. Also contains a voice recorder function, record-keeping ability, and print option for worksheets.

Requires Windows XP or Mac OS 10.5

#MCC82985 $101.00 ea

**Language Builder Software** Great activities that take basic flash cards and put them in an interactive digital format. Based on the 550 images taken directly from Language Builder Picture Nouns 1 and 2, six different activities allow selection of words, word list, or categories. Activities include identification, matching, multiple choice, sorting similar images, and grouping. Also contains a voice recorder function, record-keeping ability, and print option for worksheets.

Requires Windows XP or Mac OS 10.5

#MCC82985 $101.00 ea

**Picture Nouns 2**

This 200-card set of noun cards offers additional vocabulary building and is great for labeling, sorting, adjectives, functions, matching, and storytelling. Categories include vehicles, body parts, tools, musical instruments, insects, sea life, animals, clothing, safety signs, on the farm, foods, and everyday objects.

Contains: 200 cards (3½” x 5”), dividers, and instruction booklet in sturdy storage box

#MCC82954 $86.75 set
Language Therapy

Language Activities Resource Kit, Second Edition (LARK-2), Richard A. Dressler. This second edition includes an updated collection of objects, photographs, illustrations, and print material for use in language therapy with adults who have moderate-to-severe language disorders. Geared towards therapy addressing right-hemisphere dysfunction. Useful in speech production tasks for improving intelligibility, enhancing comprehension and expression, and helping with functional communication. Draws from various methods and techniques to restore ability to communicate effectively.

Expanded print materials include vocabulary and question cards that have sentence closure phrases. Manual/workbook gives specific instructions for therapy sessions without subscribing to any particular theory or approach. Manual/workbook can be purchased separately.

LARK-2 kit contains: manual/workbook, two each of 25 objects, 200 cards, and sturdy storage box.

LARK-2 CD, Joe Matesich and Richard Dressler. Colorful visual stimuli and auditory cues allow clients to extend therapy time either in a clinical setting or independently at home. Used in conjunction with LARK-2 Kit, it offers various selection of activities aimed at improving intelligibility. Program automatically adjusts level of difficulty based on client responses. Very user-friendly. Easy clinician setup and results recorded. Requires Windows® 96 or later.

#MCC82220 LARK-2 COMPLETE KIT $279.75 kit
#MCC82466 LARK-2 CD $65.75 ea
#MCC82221 MANUAL/WORKBOOK ONLY $83.00 ea

Speech and Language Rehabilitation—Fourth Edition, Robert L. Keith and James G. Schumacher. A collection of easy-to-find exercises arranged by language modality, length, and complexity, developed for clients with aphasia or other language impairments. These reproducible exercises are divided by auditory, comprehension, word-finding, sentence structure, oral expression practice materials, reading comprehension, writing/recognition/naming, spelling, time concepts, and some aspects of arithmetic. After assessment, worksheets can be selected to help overcome the difficulties. Very effective for carryover activities.

371 pages, spiral-bound
#MCC83036 $56.00 ea

More Descripto-Cards® for Adult Aphasia, Developed by Edna Carter Young from work by Carolyn Weiner and Rachel T. Cartwright. Expands functional vocabulary with 160 photo, word, phrase, and sentence cards. Stimulates language at five levels of difficulty. Clients can practice simple and complex sentences. Supplies suggestions for auditory-visual, verbal, and graphic tasks. The 60 full-color photos of common objects help the patient to listen, label, repeat, identify, recall, match, generalize, and categorize.

Contains: 60 full-color 6” x 4” photos, 100 vocabulary cards, tabbed divider cards, and storage box
#MCC81560 $85.00 set

Advanced Descripto-Cards®, Developed by Edna Carter Young from work by Carolyn Weiner and Rachel T. Cartwright. Advanced version with more cards and levels, targeting functional communication for adult clients with aphasia. Reinroduce functional vocabulary using 287 color and 20 black-and-white photo cards of familiar objects and sequences. Seven levels of stimulation include single-object photos, object and location, object and action, object and complex location, sequencing cards, reasoning, and problem-solving. Each level has suggested accuracy goals and 26 record-keeping forms.

Contains: 60-page manual, 187 full-color photo cards, 20 black-and-white photos, 89 vocabulary cards, 13 reproducible recordkeeping sheets, tabbed divider cards, and storage box
#MCC81558 $170.00 set
Apraxia and Dysarthria

Apraxia Battery for Adults (ABA-2), Second Edition, Barbara L. Dabul. This revised test includes a systematic set of tasks to measure presence and severity of apraxia. Objective scoring system gives an initial step toward assessing recovery in relation to severity. Six subtests: Diadochokinetic Rate, Increasing Word Length, Limb and Oral Apraxia, Latency and Utterance Time for Polysyllabic Words, Repeated Trials Test, and Inventory of Articulation Characteristics. Administer in 20 minutes.

ABA-2 kit contains: examiner’s manual, picture book, 25 profile and examiner record forms, and storage box

#MCC80243 APRAXIA BATTERY FOR ADULTS, COMPLETE KIT $194.75 kit

#MCC80269 ADDITIONAL RESPONSE/SUMMARY/PROFILE FORMS, 25/PK $77.00 pk

Apraxia of Speech Stimulus Library, Jill C. Thresher. Helps clients with apraxia (as well as aphasia and dysarthria) achieve independence with strategies to improve self-monitoring and self-correcting skills. Flexible and detailed sets of stimulus cards help clients regain accurate voluntary control of articulation. Each set is arranged by category with high-interest words and practical phrases.

Contains: 250 cards, 99-page manual, data collection sheets, and storage box for each set

Set 1: Basic VC, CV, CVC/words/oral-motor exercises; pairs; blends; compound words; three- and four-syllable words; ADL phrases and sentences.

#MCC81575 SET 1 $138.75 set

Set 2: Pictorial Supplement. Illustrated features of Set 1 for nonreaders and extra stimulus ideas for readers.

#MCC81576 SET 2 $138.75 set


Contains: 225-page manual, 60-page picture book, spiral binding

#MCC80738 $140.75 set

Dysarthria Treatment Manual and Apraxia Treatment Manual, Beth Kaufman-Katz. Imaginative and functional practice materials. Exercises address oral-motor, phonation, respiration, prosody, intelligibility, resonance, and articulation. To ensure success, manual includes activities organized in hierarchy of increasing length and complexity. Dysarthria manual includes creative exercises to keep progress on track. Articulation practice has three levels of word and sentence lists, organized by place of articulation, consonants, and type of vowel. Sold as a set.

220 and 162 pages, softcover, spiral binding

#MCC82182 $170.75 set


FDA-2 kit contains: three-part carbonized record forms, Examiner’s Manual, 25 rating forms, and Intelligibility Cards in organized folder

#MCC82746 $176.00 kit

Sound Stories for Adults, Katie Schwartz, Claudia Strauss, Cheryl Gross. This new edition will have stories on additional sounds often needed by clients from specific languages. Stories include the popular vowel/r sounds (such as “er”), more stories on “final th,” as well as “th and s” and “t and th” in the same word. Other new stories include “b and v” and “v and f” in the same word, “w and v” in consecutive words, and more. They give tongues a real workout and lots of practice with correct pronunciation!

195 pages, spiral-bound, softcover

#MCC88 8707 $49.75 ea

Sound Stories for Adults, Revised

Order online www.AliMed.com
SR-Cognition Therapy

SR-Cognition  Over 300 pages of therapeutic activities organized hierarchically into five key areas of cognition, including orientation; attention and scanning; memory; receptive and expressive language; and reasoning and problem-solving. Using the optional easel offers visual cues and clues. Supplemental workbook contains activities that are laminated, reusable, and in full color. Four up-to-date photo card decks are included for confrontational naming; categorization and scanning; sequencing; and problem-solving. 20 laminated picture cards for memory, word-finding, following directions, and language-building.

SR-Cognition kit contains: master workbook, supplemental workbook, 4 photo card decks, 20 picture cards, dry-erase marker, and storage box.

#MCC82762 $362.75 ea

Supplemental Photo Cards  Each deck contains 25 up-to-date images that are completely different from those in the SR kit. Use alone for a variety of activities or as additional cards with the SR kit.

Categorization & Scanning Cards  Images of 3 to 8 items per card, such as tools, dairy products, writing instruments, kitchen gadgets, and more. Promotes categorizing and scanning skills.

Questions and answers are provided on the back of each photo card.

#MCC82834 $45.75 set

Awareness and Safety  Images of dangerous life situations, including riding a motorcycle without a helmet, swallowing a bottle of pills, eating moldy food, jaywalking, and eating with a knife. Questions and answers on the back include:
1) What is inappropriate about this situation? 2) Why is this situation potentially dangerous? 3) What would you do differently to prevent harm?

#MCC82765 $45.75 ea

Problem Solving  Images showing pictorial absurdities, including fishing in a bathtub, wearing a lampshade on one's head, kayaking with barbells, and reading a newspaper without text. Questions and answers on the back include “What is wrong with this picture?”

#MCC82764 $45.75 ea

Confrontational Naming  Images of everyday objects such as an apple or book. Questions and answers on the back promote word-finding skills—questions like, “What do you call this?”

#MCC82763 $45.75 ea

Get it all in one...

SR-Cognition Deluxe  Includes the all-inclusive SR-Cognition Kit, 4 supplemental photo card decks (see above), 5-Step sequencing cards (at right) and SR-Cognitive Profile (page 25).

#MCC82949 $541.75 ea

Sequencing Photo Cards  Each deck contains 25 images depicting sequences of adult-based activities. Designed to facilitate recovery in various cognitive areas as well as rehabilitation across languages. Helps assess fluency, vocal quality, intensity, and strength and coordination of clients. Also helps with mental manipulation of information, demonstrating steps needed to complete tasks, and staying on topic during conversations. Order of each step involved in sequence is shown on the back of each photo card.

4” x 6” cards with ring holder

Sequencing Photo Cards—3-Step  has eight sets of sequences. Clutter-free photos that include taking medication, packing a suitcase, sweeping up, feeding the dog, and more.

Sequencing Photo Cards—4-Step  has six sets of sequences that show specific steps such as taking out the trash, tying a necktie, wrapping a gift, putting a table together, and more.

Sequencing Photo Cards—5-Step  has five sets of sequences with more specific details to the task. They include setting a table, leaving the house, putting in a light bulb, writing a letter, and making cupcakes.

Sequencing ADLs  has a variety of steps for completing activities of daily living. They show such activities as dressing with a reacher, bed-to-wheelchair transfer, washing your face, putting on shoes, and more.

#MCC82900 3-STEP $41.75 set
#MCC82901 4-STEP $40.75 set
#MCC82902 5-STEP $41.75 set

See SR-Cognitive Profile  p. 25
Therapy Guides for Language and Speech Disorders, Kathryn Kilpatrick

Best-selling series. Published by the Visiting Nurse Service (VNS), each versatile volume was developed for a specific level and presents hundreds of organized worksheets for specific modality and intermodality. Materials can be used on a regular basis with clients in acute-care facilities, nursing homes, or at home. They can also be given to caregivers or clients for follow-through work between sessions.

A Selection of Stimulus Materials, Volume 1

This best-selling volume has hundreds of large-print, well-organized worksheets for specific language stimulation needed for adults with aphasia or other neurological difficulties. Activities cover a hierarchy that increases client motivation and leads to increased independence. Practical activities for adults at various levels of rehabilitation as well as reproducible take-home sheets for follow-through work between sessions.

Topics include:
- Listening
- Comprehension
- Reading comprehension
- Speech and language
- Writing
- Number skills
- Speech production
- Gestures
- Work communication charts

Each section has color-coded tab dividers.

430 pages, plastic cover and binding

#MCC80155 ENGLISH $72.75 ea
#MCC82991 SPANISH $91.75 ea

Advanced Stimulus Materials, Volume 2

Helps clients with milder neurological impairments. Use these exercises for additional language stimulation at a higher level. Large-print worksheets focus on real-life activities and day-to-day situations. Includes exercises for comprehension, word retrieval, sentence formulation, general knowledge, thought organization, definitions, number skills, and daily needs.

254 pages, plastic cover and binding

#MCC80156 VOLUME 2 $52.75 ea

Working with Words, Volume 3

Innovative workbook features a collection of large-print puzzles and word games designed for clients with mild-to-moderate neurological impairments. Excellent for visual field neglect, attention/concentration problems, or word-finding difficulties. Built around popular topics, including synonyms, antonyms, definitions, categories, and more. Can help maintain written responses, lead to new leisure activities, or help others ease back into leisure activities.

289 pages, plastic cover and binding

#MCC80566 VOLUME 3 $52.75 ea

Putting the Pieces Together, Volume 4

A linguistically based cognitive retraining manual for clients with mild-to-moderate cognitive-language deficits. A unique, practical collection of reproducible worksheets that targets three key areas of language-based cognitive communication skills: visual-spatial, verbal, and numerical reasoning. Focuses on re-learning and remembering strategies and techniques for problem-solving, reasoning, organization, judgment, sequencing, and more. Sample exercises (answers given) at three levels help therapist determine appropriate level to start treatment and assign carry-over exercises.

389 pages, plastic cover and binding

#MCC80490 VOLUME 4 $65.75 ea

Reading Comprehension Materials, Volume 5

Workbook with excellent, large-print reading material for adults. Seven sections progress from simple word-level tasks to complete stories at a fourth-to-tenth-grade level. Practical and informative activities and stories relate to everyday experiences. Highly motivating therapy is pertinent to client’s daily living. Exercises for concentration difficulties, immediate recall of new information, or visual-field neglect.

350 pages, plastic cover and binding

#MCC80491 VOLUME 5 $72.75 ea
Susan Brubaker Cards/Books

**Workbook for Language Skills**  Features six target areas with 68 real-world language-based exercises of low-to-moderate difficulty. Target areas for adults and adolescents include sentence completion, sentence construction, figurative language, general knowledge, word recall, sentence comprehension, and spelling.  325 pages, plastic binder, color tabs, and answer key  
#MCC80191  $93.75 ea

**Workbook for Reasoning Skills**  Features functional exercises that focus on language-based reasoning and cognitive skills. Six target areas have 67 innovative exercises emphasizing real-life situations: drawing conclusions, problem-solving, following directions, visual and logical sequencing, humor, and number/symbols.  328 pages, plastic binder, color tabs, and answer key  
#MCC80192  $93.75 ea

**Workbook For Cognitive Skills**  For adult and adolescent clients with moderate-to-high-level difficulty. Numerous exercises are provided for logic, flowing directions, word retrieval and flexible thinking. Unique CLUES section makes exercises adaptable for non-spellers and others, and allows difficulty level to be changed.  370 pages, plastic binder, color tabs, and answer key  
#MCC82817  $93.75 ea

**Flex Your Memory Cards**  Stimulate auditory and visual recall with prospective memory triggers. This dual-concept tool is an innovative way to address retention, working memory, and prospective memory with clients who are developing strategies and need functional practice. White task cards provide information to remember. Green trigger cards show various (future) times and/or conditional parameters for recalling that information. Pairing a task card and a trigger card requires the client to use strategies to know when and what to recall. Additional ideas, variations, and suggestions are included.  Contains: 25 green trigger cards, 65 white task cards, instructions, and storage box  
#MCC83029  $55.75 set

**Communication Catalyst Cards,**  Susan Brubaker, Carolyn Doty, and Lisa Mammoser  Clients will love the randomness and variety of questions—a parting from the “same old stuff.” These four color-coded decks of laminated cards support and encourage conversational interaction with engaging, thought-provoking questions for adults and adolescents at all levels of ability. The 80 cards in each of four sections are divided by responses: nonverbal answers, word plus, sentence plus, and more. Adaptable for sequencing, short-term memory, flexibility, problem-solving, planning/organizing, and creative thinking. Cards use large print and have two-sided lamination.  Contains: 320 cards (3¼” x 3½”), five dividers, suggestions for use, and storage box  
#MCC82944  $98.00 set

**Flex Your Language,**  Susan Brubaker, Carolyn Doty, and Lisa Mammoser  A great set of 80 cards to stimulate word retrieval, word fluency, and sentence formulation with unique variations. Developed especially for adults and adolescents, this set includes tests like “Name sweet foods that begin with each letter in the word TREATS.” Each card provides a challenge for clients with moderate-to-higher-level word retrieval impairments. Easily adaptable to increase or decrease difficulty. Cards use large print and have two-sided lamination.  Contains: 80 cards (3¼” x 3½”), suggestions for use, and storage box  
#MCC82986  $56.75 set

**Flex Your Brain Cards,**  Susan Brubaker, Carolyn Doty, and Lisa Mammoser  Stimulate cognitive flexibility and working memory and attention. These unique concepts stimulate higher-level thinking in either individual sessions or in group treatment. Tasks require dual processing, and variations enhance client interest and decrease learned responses. Difficulty level is easily modified to meet clients’ needs; suggestions sheet included. Large-print 3¼” by 3½” cards with 2-sided heavy laminating.  Contains: 80 cards, storage box, suggestion sheet  
#MCC82945  $56.75 set

**Flex Your Language,  Susan Brubaker Cards/Books**
Susan Brubaker Materials

Targeting Word Retrieval  Eight workbooks on different aspects of word retrieval, each book progressing in difficulty. Large print. Can be adapted for comprehension, verbal or written expression, spelling, memory, or group work.
Each about 80 pages
COMBO SET, ALL 8 BOOKS
#MCC83004 215.75 set

Book 1: Categories  Stimuli start with common, concrete categories and progress to the more specific and abstract—not just the same old regular categories.
#MCC82876  $29.75 ea

Book 2: Associations  Easily adaptable for varying levels of difficulty, the 23 different types of associations are thought-provoking and cover functional topics.
#MCC82877  $29.75 ea

Book 3: Completions  Exercises begin with 3-word phrases and increase in length, complexity, word type, subject content, and location of the blank.
#MCC82878  $29.75 ea

Book 4: Expressions  Common, everyday expressions and others, such as titles, phrases, couplets, slang, proverbs, quotes, compound words, and abbreviations.
Includes answer key
#MCC82879  $29.75 ea

Book 5: Pictures and Parts  Different scenes on each page loaded with related nouns and parts to identify. Includes prepositions, verbs, and maps. Includes answer key
#MCC82880  $29.75 ea

Book 6: Trivia  Questions of one or two parts cover many interesting topics. Great for discussion starters and group work.
#MCC82881  $29.75 ea

Book 7: Word Flexibility  Three types of exercises give different clues for multiple meanings, homonyms, and words starting with the same letter. Includes answer key
#MCC82882  $29.75 ea

Book 8: Word Puzzles  Includes 38 different challenging, interesting, and entertaining exercises. Many require working through multiple steps.
Includes answer key
#MCC82883  $29.75 ea

Sourcebook for Receptive and Expressive Language Functioning  Thousands of stimulus questions that cross all areas of language functioning at all levels of difficulty that can be used all day. Has color-coded sections covering six diagnostic target areas for receptive language and six for expressive language. Special dividers provide screening probes for graduated levels of difficulty to diagnose breakdowns either within a target area or across areas.
328 pages, hardcover, tabbed dividers, and flat binding
#MCC82451  $116.75 ea

Targeting Spelling Strategies...the Second Time Around  Developed for those working to regain spelling skills. Includes six strategy-based cueing tools to help initiation and carryover. Black-line drawings depict more than 1,300 different adult-level words, ranging from short, high-frequency words to more difficult words. Client then provides from one to all missing letters, with or without clues. Includes alphabetized list of illustrated words.
225 pages, hardcover three-ring binder, and tabs
#MCC82875  $82.00 ea

Workbook for Aphasia, Second Edition, Revised  For clients with mild-to-moderate language and cognitive deficits. The nine target areas offer a diverse range of adaptable exercises that can be used as stimuli or drill items for individual sessions, group interactions, or independent use.
500 pages, tabbed dividers, answer key, hardcover
#MCC82248  $93.75 ea

Basic Level Workbook for Aphasia  Large assortment of low-level drills for clients with limited or emerging reading skills. Large, readable type with adult-level vocabulary and diverse activities. The seven target areas are a great starting point that requires no spelling or writing ability.
394 pages, hardcover, tabbed dividers
#MCC80152  $93.75 ea

Includes answer key

AliMed.com  FAX 800.437.2966  800.225.2610  MT11
**Basic ColorCards®**

**What’s Wrong?** Great new photos to stimulate visual observation, thinking skills, and language. Large, sturdy, full-color photographs show mistakes in everyday scenes. Situations range from the obvious (a picture hanging upside down) to the subtle (too many clothes for a small suitcase). All age levels are depicted for use with a wide variety of clients.

Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 8” cards, box  
#MCC8933  $49.75 bx

**Basic Verbs** Fun and colorful for all ages! Clear images of most frequently used and easily recognizable verbs. Great for verbal comprehension, expressive language, grammar, and communication skills.

Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 8” cards, box  
#MCC82085  $62.00 bx

**Everyday Objects** Six categories of familiar items such as food, clothing, personal items, toys, and household objects. Color-coded backgrounds improve functional communication by aiding clients in identifying, classifying, and describing function.

Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 8” cards, box  
#MCC8943  $65.00 bx

**Adjectives** Six sets of cards color-coded by background. Each illustrates opposing concepts such as big/little, open/shut, hot/cold, old/new, full/empty, long/short, happy/sad, etc. Talk about these contrasting concepts and the items shown.

Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 8” cards, box  
#MCC8942  $62.00 bx

**Familiar Verbs** A second set of new cards to update a collection of verb cards. All images are of frequently used, easily recognizable verbs. Associated objects have been added to the images to give an idea of place and encourage expressive language. Actions shown include empty (bucket), pour (drinks), spill (soup), and tie (shoelaces).

Manual includes directions for use and contents in English and eight other languages. 48 laminated 6” x 8” cards, manual, and storage box  
#MCC82188  $56.75 bx

**Prepositions** Unobtrusive backgrounds enhance picture display of commonly used concepts. Eight prepositions are shown on each of six different cards. Includes “in,” “on,” “under,” “over,” “behind,” “in front of,” “next to,” and “between.”

Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 8” cards, box  
#MCC8941  $59.75 bx

**What’s Wrong?**
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Sequences: 4-Step  This collection contains 12 new 4-step sequences of familiar activities. Wide range of indoor and outdoor events. Sequences include numerous step-by-step scenarios such as making cakes, going to the dentist, and buying a new pet.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 6” cards, instruction booklet in English and eight other languages, and storage box
#MCC82190  $62.00 bx

Sequences: Verb Tenses  Set contains 16 three-step sequences illustrating past, present, and future verb tenses. Familiar activities illustrate each tense. Eight of the verbs have regular past tense and eight have irregular past tense. Use to focus on one tense or to contrast past, present, and future tenses.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 6” cards and instruction booklet in storage box
#MCC82412  $52.75 bx

Basic Sequences  Completely revised to include 16 new three-step sequences! Demonstrates simple, sequentially related actions to help establish basic concepts and understanding of order and direction, logical thought, and expressive language. Manual written in English and eight other languages.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 8” cards, manual, and storage box
#MCC8946  $56.75 bx

Sequences: 6- & 8-Step for Adults  Sequences in variety of indoor and outdoor locations give opportunities for language work, including syntax, grammar, vocabulary, and time concepts. Features adult models and appropriate activities. Includes unexpected twists within the sequences.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 6” cards, and instruction booklet in storage box
#MCC82278  $51.75 bx

Expressive Verbs  Set gives varying verbal frequency and syntactical complexity in language relating to personal actions. Promotes augmentative communication; helps clients develop an understanding of gestural semantics; and makes clients consider issues of social and cultural appropriateness and diversity. Contents include fingers, hand, body, legs, mouth, face, and eyes. Includes directions for use and contents in English and eight other languages.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 8” cards, manual, and storage box
#MCC82189  $62.00 bx

Sequences: Verb Tenses  Set contains 16 three-step sequences illustrating past, present, and future verb tenses. Familiar activities illustrate each tense. Eight of the verbs have regular past tense and eight have irregular past tense. Use to focus on one tense or to contrast past, present, and future tenses.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 6” cards and instruction booklet in storage box
#MCC82412  $52.75 bx

Cause and Effect  Stimulating visual material to develop logical and critical thinking. Each pair of sequenced photos shows a specific situation on one card and a possible outcome on the second. Scenes include kitchen accidents, children playing, family situations, and leisure pursuits.
Contains: 48 laminated 6” x 8” cards, rounded corners, notes for use, storage box
#MCC80676  CAUSE AND EFFECT  $56.75 bx

How Are They Feeling?  These larger cards present a range of everyday scenarios and activities that may have a huge influence or impact. They provide opportunities to discuss what it may or may not portray and provide a conversation starter or storytelling opportunity with individuals or groups. Scenes include parents arguing in front of daughter, visit to the dentist, feeding a pet, attending a nightclub/concert/festival, starting a race, and more. The accompanying booklet provides guidance for using the cards, and the CD includes worksheets for each card.
Contains: 30 full-color 8½” x 12” cards, instruction booklet, CD, and storage box
#MCC82990  $80.00 bx
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Turn your iPad into a GoTalk®!

GoTalk® NOW App features

- Three styles of pages (Standard, Scene, and Express)
- 1–25 message locations per page
- Use images from your iPad camera, photo library, or the built-in internet image search
- Includes a free Symbol Library (4000+ Images)
- Delete, crop, and scale images
- Place single or multiple images per location
- Record your own speech, or use text-to-speech
- Auditory cues throughout
- Add text in any language
- Core vocabulary option
- Unlimited communication pages and books
- Scan using iPad or iPod Touch as a switch (with Attainment Switch App)

Image Editing
Combine multiple images in a single location. Crop, scale, and rotate images with your fingers.

Sharing and Backup
Share Communication Books via WiFi. Back up to a computer, Dropbox account, PDF, or the Cloud.

Icons and Images
Use free Imagine Symbols, in-app Internet search, or your own photos. SymbolStix and Widgit Symbols available as in-app purchases.

Button Actions
Choose recorded audio, text-to-speech, music player, video, or jump-to actions.

Scanning
Provides auditory and visual scanning.

Scene Communication Page
Express Communication Page

www.AttainmentCompany.com
1-800-327-4269
**StepPAD**

A powerful, easy-to-use tool for clients who have trouble completing multi-step tasks independently. Directions that you record are played back in sequence, one step at a time, to prompt what to do next. Extremely portable, with navigation buttons pressed with the thumb—like a video game controller. Two core messages are easy to access for important information or key expressions. Volume can be adjusted and buttons can be marked with slide-in overlay. Record up to 30 steps per eight activities (four activities, four levels). Overlays can be made easily with the GoTalk™ Overlay Software.

6⅛” x 2” x ½” • 5.3 oz. • Batteries and lanyard included

#MCC83041 STEPPAD $99.00 ea

#MCC83042 STEPPAD W/OVERLAY SOFTWARE $129.00 set

**TextSpeak™**

The world’s first speech generator in a 4” x 5” package is even better! It now comes with male and female voices and in English and Spanish—all in one. It’s simple, completely portable, and affordable. Ready to use right out of the box—simple directions to easily select the voice and language you want and save it. Can be changed as often as necessary. Great for temporary or long-term needs. The intelligent text-generating speaker and keyboard can create speech anywhere. Just type and press ENTER and it talks for you! Generates unlimited vocabulary speech and can hold up to 30 program-mable phrases. Instantly on. Also available with a wireless large-key keyboard.

Contains: full keyboard, speech generator speaker, and manual

#MCC82963 TEXTSPEAK, REGULAR KEYBOARD $335.75 ea

#MCC82964 TEXTSPEAK, LARGE KEYBOARD $396.75 ea

**GoTalk™ Overlay Software**

Create overlays that look great for any of the GoTalks with this one disc. Comes with Imagine Symbol Library CD, a new copy-and-paste feature to gather images from the web or other media. Overlays can contain an image, text, or both. Great editing features. Ready-made templates for all GoTalks • Print out with any inkjet or laser printer • Windows only

#MCC82853 $103.75 ea

**GoTalk™ Pocket**

This small, discreet talker can hold 30 messages. Lightweight, contoured, and fits nicely in the hand. Six message keys with five recording levels give user plenty to talk about. Overlays slide in easily and store in rear compartment. Recording time of 5 minutes.

3½”W x 5½”L x 1”D • 7 oz.

#MCC82835 $201.75 ea

**GoTalk™ 4+**

A great place to start AAC, 20-message capacity (four large 3” keys and five levels). Two core messages and new technology with superior sound and volume control.

9” x 12” x 1¼” • Three blank overlays included • 20 oz.

#MCC82258 $195.75 ea

**GoTalk™ 20+**

Rugged, 100-message capacity (20 keys, 1” square, five recording levels). Five core messages that stay the same on each level so no need to re-record essential messages.

9” x 12” x 1¼” • Three blank overlays included • 20 oz.

#MCC82259 $271.75 ea

**GoTalk™ 9+**

45-message capacity (nine keys, each 1¾” x 2¼”, and five recording levels), plus three core messages that remain constant when you change levels. Offers superior sound with volume control and sequential recording, whole-level erasing, and built-in overlay storage.

9” x 12” x 1½” • Three blank overlays included • 20 oz.

#MCC82233 $282.00 ea

**Go-Talk™ Express-32**

Easy to use yet powerful, this is an ideal bridge between low-tech and dynamic display communication tools. Like all Go-Talks, it is rugged, attractive, and boasts great sound quality. Added features include surround-message LEDs for visual prompts, an option to add a 1.5-second auditory cue to any message, and the remarkable ability to seamlessly play multiple messages in sequence. It is also a fully functional scanning device, ideal for beginning or experienced communicators.

14¼”W x 10”L x 1½”D • 2½ lbs.

#MCC82992 $606.75 ea
Communicators

All four sets contain the following categories:

- Personal Information
- About Me
- Family
- Medical Information
- Medication Schedule
- Important People
- Days/Months/Seasons
- Meal Needs
- Breakfast + Lunch
- Supper + Snacks
- Places I Go
- Place for
- Local City/County Map
- Basic Needs
- Action Words + Feelings
- General Clothing
- Men’s and Women’s Needs
- Time/Calendar
- Money Matters + Places
- Weather + Numbers
- Occasions/Holidays

Daily Communicator®

Works with adults and older children with limited verbal skills but with an ability to read at word level. Streamlined size (3½” x 6”) easily fits into pocket or purse. Each category has a tab for ease in use.

3-ring binder with heavy-duty pages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8100 HOME</td>
<td>$27.00 ea</td>
<td>$27.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8105 SPANISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Daily Communicator® Intermediate Size

Enlarged 5” x 8½” versions—ideal for persons with vision problems. Each category has a tab for each in use.

3-ring binder with heavy-duty pages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8110 ENGLISH</td>
<td>$31.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8115 SPANISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>$31.00 ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Daily Communicator® Custom Packs

Additional cards for home, community, and leisure to supplement regular and Intermediate Communicators. Individualize by selecting only those needed. Home category includes useful words and phrases, helping devices, insurance, legal matters, seasonal, quantities, pets, rooms of house, cooking, automotive, lawn, and garden. Community includes professions, religion, shopping, symptoms, politics, organizations, work words, health, dental, games, computer, restaurant, school, barber/beautician. Leisure includes sports, bird-watching, holiday-related, famous people, games, trip/vacation, leisure activities, exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8101 HOME</td>
<td>$14.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8102 COMMUNITY</td>
<td>$14.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8103 LEISURE</td>
<td>$14.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8111 HOME, INTERMEDIATE</td>
<td>$18.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8112 COMMUNITY, INTERMEDIATE</td>
<td>$18.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8113 LEISURE, INTERMEDIATE</td>
<td>$18.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Choose your category: Home, Community, or Leisure!

Choose from pocket-sized or larger intermediate size!

The Communicators®...
with words or pictures
Help your client to become confident, independent, functional communicator. Give yourself and your client the choice of simple, easy-to-use, inexpensive communication systems. Each can be used with a wide variety of communication needs: aphasia, apraxia, dysarthria, ventilator-dependent, developmentally disabled, foreign-speaking, ALS, MS, memory deficits, TBI— together you can choose the one that best suits each client’s needs. Each book in the Communicator Series retains the qualities of personalization, expandability, compactness, and usability that make them so popular for clients with limited verbal skills.

Choose from pocket-sized or larger intermediate size!

Each comes in 3-ring binder with heavy-duty pages

PICTURE COMMUNICATOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8125 ENGLISH</td>
<td>$29.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8130 SPANISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICTURE INTERMEDIATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8135 ENGLISH</td>
<td>$32.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8140 SPANISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>$32.00 ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Picture Communicator®

Over 300 clear, uncluttered pictures depicting actions and specific items in the original Daily Communicators. Same streamlined size (3½” x 6”) and durability. Major categories are easily located by graphic tabs. Also available in Intermediate size (5” x 8½”) and in Spanish.

Each comes in 3-ring binder with heavy-duty pages

Picture Communicator®

Over 300 clear, uncluttered pictures depicting actions and specific items in the original Daily Communicators. Same streamlined size (3½” x 6”) and durability. Major categories are easily located by graphic tabs. Also available in Intermediate size (5” x 8½”) and in Spanish.

Each comes in 3-ring binder with heavy-duty pages

PICTURE COMMUNICATOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8125 ENGLISH</td>
<td>$29.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8130 SPANISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICTURE INTERMEDIATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8135 ENGLISH</td>
<td>$32.00 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MCC88 8140 SPANISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>$32.00 ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Critical Communicators™

Critical Communicators™ assist with staff and family interactions with all clients. Help meet mandated communication guidelines. Helpful for those who have temporary difficulty communicating even basic needs. Includes a pain scale of words and pictures for “now” (immediate attention, such as “hard to breathe”); pain (ache, burning, sharp); comfort (head up/down); as well as people (husband, wife, doctor); alphabet, numbers, and days of week. Sold in packages of 10 and 30.

- Inexpensive, disposable
- Boldly printed on heavy card stock
- 8½" x 11" four-page menu format

Available in 21 languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>10/PK $</th>
<th>30/PK $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>#MCC82429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>#MCC82430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700210</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700310</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700410</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farsi</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700510</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700610</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700710</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700810</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700910</td>
<td>#MCC88 81700925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hmong/Lao</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701010</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701110</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesian</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701210</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701310</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701410</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701510</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701610</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romanian</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701710</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701810</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagalog/Filipino</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701910</td>
<td>#MCC88 81701925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>#MCC88 81702010</td>
<td>#MCC88 81702025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$21.00 pk $36.75 pk

Critical Communicators™ for Maternity

Basic information and concepts especially for the mother-to-be or the new mom. Help break language barriers with non-English-speaking clients or those with speech/hearing problems. 25/pk

- #MCC88 8180 ENGLISH $30.75 pk
- #MCC88 818001 SPANISH $31.00 pk

Critical Communicators™ for Kids

Newly designed cards have child-friendly pictures and vocabulary encompassing food, medical needs, and toys, as well as a pain scale that facilitates providing for the immediate comfort and personal needs of children in critical care situations—in both English and Spanish. Also includes pictures that relate to the alphabet; the clock and times of day; days of the week; and popular activities. Assist staff and family interactions with children who may need help communicating on a temporary basis, such as in post-surgery areas, emergency rooms, and intensive care, trauma, or specialized units. These inexpensive cards are printed on card stock in a menu format.

- Four pages • Brightly colored • 25/pk

- #MCC82431 ENGLISH $30.00 pk
- #MCC82432 SPANISH $31.75 pk
**Building Word Recall from Everyday Situations, Susan Breiding** Reproducible manual—perfect resource for helping restore client’s functional speech. Practical and progressive sequence for building word recall skills moves clients from automatic responses to purposeful speech. Activities adapt to individual needs of clients displaying mild, moderate, and severe impairments. Twelve target skill areas include yes/no usage, word association, sentence/completion, sentence/question, contrasting pairs, “wh” questions, etc. 425 pages, softcover  
#MCC81898 $91.00 ea

**Word Retrieval**

**Find the Link, Diana Williams** A great new word-finding and category game for individuals or up to five players. Features 40 categories that range from general, such as animals, to more complex, such as functions and places. Broad categories, like animals, can be subdivided into smaller ones, like wild or ocean animals. The versatile board allows cards to be used in different ways. Cards can also be used alone for sorting and classification. Contains: 200 hexagonal laminated cards, game board, instructions in English and four other languages, and storage box  
#MCC82191 $117.75 kit

**Targeting Word Retrieval** Eight workbooks on different aspects of word retrieval, each book progressing in difficulty. Large print. Can be adapted for comprehension, verbal or written expression, spelling, memory, or group work. Each about 80 pages  
**COMBO SET, ALL 8 BOOKS** #MCC83004 $215.75 set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Categories</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.75 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Associations</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.75 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Completions</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.75 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expressions</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.75 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pictures and Parts</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.75 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Trivia</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.75 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Word Flexibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.75 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Word Puzzles</td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.75 ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Flex Your Language, Susan Brubaker, Carolyn Doty, and Lisa Mammoser** A great set of 80 cards to stimulate word retrieval, word fluency, and sentence formulation with unique variations. Developed especially for adults and adolescents, this set includes tests like “Name sweet foods that begin with each letter in the word TREATS.” Each card provides a challenge for clients with moderate-to-higher level word retrieval impairments. Easily adaptable to increase or decrease difficulty. Cards use large print and have two-sided lamination.  
Contains: 80 cards (3⅛” x 3⅜”), suggestions for use, and storage box  
#MCC82986 $56.75 set

**It’s on the Tip of My Tongue: Word-Finding Strategies to Remember Names and Words You Often Forget, Diane J. German** Guide helps in everyday word-finding errors. Strategy helps increase confidence at work, school, meetings, presentations, and in social situations. Improves overall communication skills. Applicable for corporate and clinical settings for general communication improvement.  
220 pages, softcover  
#MCC88711 $27.75 ea

**It’s on the Tip of My Tongue:**

- **Categories** Stimuli start with common, concrete categories and progress to the more specific and abstract—not just the same old regular categories.  
  #MCC82876 $29.75 ea

- **Associations** Easily adaptable for varying levels of difficulty, the 23 different types of associations are thought-provoking and cover functional topics.  
  #MCC82877 $29.75 ea

- **Completions** Exercises begin with 3-word phrases and increase in length, complexity, word type, subject content, and location of the blank.  
  #MCC82878 $29.75 ea

- **Expressions** Common, everyday expressions and others, such as titles, phrases, couplets, slang, proverbs, quotes, compound words, and abbreviations. Includes answer key  
  #MCC82879 $29.75 ea

- **Pictures and Parts** Different scenes on each page loaded with related nouns and parts to identify. Includes prepositions, verbs, and maps. Includes answer key  
  #MCC82880 $29.75 ea

- **Trivia** Questions of one or two parts cover many interesting topics. Great for discussion starters and group work.  
  #MCC82881 $29.75 ea

- **Word Flexibility** Three types of exercises give different clues for multiple meanings, homonyms, and words starting with the same letter. Includes answer key  
  #MCC82882 $29.75 ea

- **Word Puzzles** Includes 38 different challenging, interesting, and entertaining exercises. Many require working through multiple steps. Includes answer key  
  #MCC82883 $29.75 ea
Communication Aids

VisiBoard Picture Communication Board  For temporary or long-term use in hospitals, long-term care settings, and home health. Conveniently sized (8.5" x 11") two-sided picture communication sheet presents basic concepts in a clear, quick-to-locate format. Inexpensive to use with individuals with aphasia, dysarthria, ventilator dependence, and neurologic disorders.

Sold in pad of 50 sheets

#MCC82433  $22.75 pk

Communication Activities with Adults, Jayne Comins, Felicity Llewellyn, and Judy Offiler More than 100 graded communication activities. For clients with aphasia, memory deficits, and mild dementia. Can be used with groups, but activities can be adapted for individual therapy. Activities include cued responses, short answers, longer answers, non-verbal activities, and reading and writing activities.

128 pages, softcover

#MCC82414  $46.75 ea

Multi-Language Communication Cards, Angela Tipton Dikengil A unique device featuring five different picture cards with symbolic representations of familiar items and conditions in five different languages: English, Spanish, French, German, and Italian. Each multi-purpose card has nine images and can help increase vocabulary. Can be used in short- or long-term situations and for helping non-English-speaking clients communicate.

Wire-bound book containing five laminated cards

#MCC82333  $22.75 ea

Health Care Communication Boards Help clients to communicate medical, physical, and emotional information. The 70 pictures, alphabet, and numbers on disposable cards can be used in long- or short-term situations, at bedside, in therapy sessions, or left with clients. Packaged in four tablets of 50 disposable boards each

#MCC82436 ENGLISH  $41.75 pk
#MCC82979 SPANISH  $41.75 pk

Interactive Communication Cards, Joan Green Enables and enhances communication opportunities for persons with communication difficulties. Each set depicts 120 practical and functional activities, along with common words. Words are printed on front and back of each of the 2” x 2” cards. Four sentence strips encourage communicating in sentences. High-frequency vocabulary listed. Each contains 120 laminated cards, four sentence strips, 124 Velcro® brand coins, folder

#MCC82262 HOME & HEALTH SET  $33.75 set
#MCC82263 FOOD SET  $33.75 set
#MCC82264 RECREATION/LEISURE SET  $33.75 set
#MCC82265 SENSORY & SOCIAL  $33.75 set

Communicard Trio, Angela Tipton Dikengil Three different cards in pads of 50 sheets feature a clear, easy format for temporary or long-term use. Two sheets are symbolic representations of familiar items and conditions. Alphabet/number card helps communicate beyond basic needs. Meets individual needs of clients in isolation, in intensive care, or who are ventilator-dependent. Can also help evaluate whether a more sophisticated communication system can be used.

8½” x 11” • 3 @ 50 sheets/pad, printed on one side

#MCC80253  $33.75 set
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Choose from four topics
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**Phonological Aids**

**The Breather™** Great for resistive breathing training (RBT) with clients who have had surgery or neuromuscular diseases. It improves respiratory support for phonation, speech articulation, and swallowing. Aids both inspiratory and expiratory resistive breathing training, which strengthens skeletal muscles of neck as well as pharyngeal and laryngeal muscles. Especially helpful in preventing aspiration. Produces great results in improving cough effort and breath support in speech training. Excellent oral/motor muscle trainer that improves swallowing safety, which can lead to a diet upgrade. Can be used with metered-dose inhalers, nebulization treatments, and breathing/speaking valves. Instructions included.

4½” L • Dishwasher-safe (top rack)

#MCC88838 $37.75 ea $32.75 pk (3+)

**Exhale**

**See-Scape™** Detects nasal emissions of air during speech. When tip is placed in client’s nares, any emission of air causes the float to rise in the rigid plastic tube. Gives visual feedback and indication of air flow pressure and velopharyngeal incompetence. Can be used for both treatment and home practice.

Kit contains: device, nasal tips, and manual

#MCC80246 SEE-SCAPE KIT* $134.75 kit
#MCC80247 ADDITIONAL NASAL TIPS, 6/PK $37.75 pk

*Note: This product cannot be returned.

**Inhale**

**Voice Images™** Warm-up exercises and mirror combo helps clients maximize time and encourages independent practice outside of therapy by individualizing the number of repetitions for each exercise, number of practice sessions per day, and length of practice session. Twelve basic warm-up exercises (illustrated and described around the mirror) target relaxation, as well as correct breath support and control. Each package includes a master chart to copy graph progress. Suggestions for use and additional exercises are also provided.

Contains: 10 practice sheets, graph

#MCC81856 $31.00 pk

**PROP-IT® “10-IN-1”** This super-sized stand gives you 10 uses in 1 bag! Use it as a presentation and display easel, magnet board, flannel board, chalkboard, bookstand, mirror, writing board, storage rack, and big book stand anywhere you go.

Setup size is 24” x 18” x 15”, collapsing to 18” x 24” x 2” flat. • Kit contains: Twin-sided 16” x 20” magnetic chalkboard and dry-erase board, 8” x 10” mirror with case, 24” x 18” x 15” lightweight fiberboard easel with 16” x 20” felt surface, elastic storage rack on the back of easel to hold books or cards, storage carrying case with durable handle

#MCC82952 $71.00 kit

**PROP-IT Speech Therapist’s Travel Kit**

Combination of essential therapy items that goes everywhere! Collapsible plastic stand supports cards, mirrors, and magnetic boards (8½” x 11” x 4”). Stand has a 1” ledge at bottom for holding papers and books, an adjustable band to keep books open, and adjustable supports to hold tall papers and books. Includes non-breakable mirror (8” x 10”), steel magnet board with dry-erase writing surface (8’ x 10”), dry-erase marker, and felt eraser. Original holds all components plus extras in clear plastic envelope with closure.

Available with canvas carrying bag (16” x 11”) with zipper opening, handles, and zippered side pocket

#MCC88845 w/PLASTIC ENVELOPE $38.75 kit
#MCC82761 w/CANVAS CASE $41.75 kit
**Voice**

**Digital Voice Amplifier** This personal voice amplifier is designed for professionals and clients needing more power for their voice. The unidirectional headset microphone connects to amplifier worn on a waistband belt. Gives good voice quality without howl or background hiss. Long-lasting lithium battery designed for 16 hours of continuous use.

Contains: headset microphone and audio wire, amplifier, waistband belt, battery charger, all specifications and warranty

#MCC82993 $116.75 ea

**Breath Builder**

Strengthens diaphragm muscles and develops breath control to help produce strong speech. Ball can be kept at top of the tube while inhaling or exhaling.

Nontoxic, dishwasher-safe
- Colors vary

#MCC80244 $27.75 ea

**The Voice Diagnostic Protocol, Shaheen N. Awan**

An easy-to-use, practical manual that focuses exclusively on voice diagnostic procedures. Incorporates history-taking and interview skills; perceptual analysis; objective analysis of voice frequency, intensity and quality; evaluation of respiratory and phonatory ability and control; and evaluation of the possible effects of excessive muscular tension. Tutorial includes CD-ROM with variety of voice samples.

202 pages softcover, CD-ROM

#MCC88872 $92.00 ea

**Voice Aerobics™**, Mary Spremulli

This DVD is a 3-part voice exercise program. The workout is designed for individuals who have experienced changes in voice, speech, or swallowing as a result of surgery or neurological trauma. It is an addition to regular therapy to increase voice and physical functioning. In the video, Mary leads a group of adults in the three areas covered—breathwork, powering up your voice, and cool down with good vibrations for a total of 60 minutes of workout. Can be used with a group or in individual carryover.

Contains: DVD and support materials

#MCC82842 $26.75 ea

**Tracheostomy and Ventilator Dependency, Donna C. Tippett, Editor**

Includes all the basic science and clinical concepts to effectively manage clients with tracheostomy and/or ventilator dependency. Unique format integrates pulmonary and critical-care topics and communication and swallowing discussion to give a clear survey of the field. Special features include ethical issues, post-hospitalization care, clinical competencies for assessing and measuring staff performance, essential guidelines for the complete care of the client, and dozens of case studies, illustrations, and charts. This is an integrated approach to difficult cases, written by experts in the field. Invaluable for understanding the interdependencies of breathing, speaking, and swallowing.

320 pages, hardcover

#MCC81706 $112.75 ea

**Working with Voice Disorders, Stephanie Martin and Myra Lockhart**

An essential practical resource for clinicians of all levels of experience with voice disorders. Discusses all aspects of client management. Charts the course of the client’s journey and prepares the clinician for the issues intrinsic to voice disorders. Includes the anatomy and physiology of voice, describes the range of disorders encompassed by the term dysphonia, and directs client assessment procedures. Guides the clinician through case-history taking, treatment planning, management strategies, and service delivery.

160 pages, wire binding

#MCC81906 $77.00 ea

---

**AliMed.com**

FAX 800.437.2966 800.225.2610
Pocket T.O.M. An anatomical model ideal for hands-on demonstration, training of tracheostomy care and discussion of tracheostomy and nasogastric tube placement issues. All parts come in a storage case that fits in your pocket! A stoma is provided in the lower neck area to allow demonstrations and the nare is open to allow insertion and placement of suction catheter or nasogastric tube. Parts include: a cuffed tracheostomy tube, Passy-muir valves (2000, 2001, 007), valve secure strap, warning label, 5-cc syringe, simulated nasogastric tube, and support stand.

6½” x 4½” • Latex-free* plastic with antimicrobial finish
• Not for client use

#MCC82947 $136.75 ea

*Not made with natural rubber latex.

Anatomical Charts* Full-color charts help staff, clients, and family members better understand the mechanisms involved in speech therapy.

20" x 26" • Flexible laminated • Top corner eyelets

Pharynx and Larynx Chart Shows definitions and labeled parts to help explain function, problems, and therapy expectations.

#MCC73841 $25.75 ea

*Stroke Chart, p. 4, Brain Charts, p. 23

Clamp-On Adjustable Mirror Clamps onto bedrails, wheelchairs, tabletops, and other surfaces. Helps with speech therapy in any environment. The shatterproof mirror is mounted on a 12" flexible metal "gooseneck" attached to a strong plastic spring clamp. Clamp grips surfaces up to 1" thick.

8" x 12" mirror surface

#MCC80245 $76.00 ea

Larynx Model Medially sectioned model shows larynx, hyoid bone, windpipe, ligaments, muscles, vessels, nerves, and thyroid gland. Dissectible by halves. Thyroid cartilage, two muscles, and two thyroid gland halves are removable.

Dimensions: 12 cm x 12 cm x 23 cm

#MCC80249 $440.00 kit

Pharynx and Larynx Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomical Charts*</th>
<th>Pharynx and Larynx Chart</th>
<th>Clamp-On Adjustable Mirror</th>
<th>Larynx Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full-color charts</td>
<td>Shows definitions</td>
<td>Helps with speech therapy</td>
<td>Medially sectioned model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>help staff,</td>
<td>and labeled parts to</td>
<td>in any environment.</td>
<td>shows larynx, hyoid bone,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clients, and</td>
<td>help explain function,</td>
<td>The shatterproof mirror</td>
<td>windpipe, ligaments,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family members</td>
<td>problems, and therapy</td>
<td>is mounted on a 12&quot;</td>
<td>muscles, vessels,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>better understand</td>
<td>expectations.</td>
<td>flexible metal “gooseneck”</td>
<td>nerves, and thyroid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the mechanisms</td>
<td></td>
<td>attached to a strong</td>
<td>gland. Dissectible by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>involved in speech</td>
<td></td>
<td>plastic spring clamp.</td>
<td>halves. Thyroid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>therapy.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clamp grips surfaces up</td>
<td>cartilage, two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to 1&quot; thick.</td>
<td>muscles, and two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>thyroid gland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>halves are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>removable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

*Not made with natural rubber latex.
Resources

Therapy billing made simple — done your way.

Therapy Practice Management
— Designed by Therapists

- Simple: Complete – Not complex
- Integrated: Scheduling, Documentation & Billing
- Online: Web-based access from any computer, anywhere.

www.therabill.com 866.520.9631

Help families understand and cope

Patient Guide Books, Jan Lorman and Cindy Jones Keep these on hand to help families understand difficult and unfamiliar concepts. Each booklet ranges from 36 to 76 pages and provides information on specific communication deficits, including definitions, causes, characteristics, treatment considerations, accompanying problems, management suggestions for the family, and community resources.

Set of six books contains: Dysarthria, Apraxia, Aphasia, Traumatic Brain Injury, Right Brain Stroke, Dining Out, and Swallowing Problems. Sold as a set or by individual titles

#MCC82297 Set of six books $55.00 set

INDIVIDUAL TITLES
#MCC88 8220 DYSARTHRIA $10.75 ea $10.00 ea (76+)
#MCC88 8230 APRAXIA $10.75 ea $10.00 ea (76+)
#MCC88 8240 APHASIA $10.75 ea $10.00 ea (76+)
#MCC88 8250 TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY $12.75 ea $12.00 ea (76+)
#MCC88 8260 RIGHT BRAIN STROKE $7.00 ea $6.75 ea (76+)
#MCC88 8270 SWALLOWING PROBLEMS $7.00 ea $6.75 ea (76+)

Brain Charts show and explain to clients and family the areas of the brain affected by disease or trauma.

The Brain Shows the lobes and base of the brain with cranial nerves and vessels. Includes a detailed illustration of centers for sensory and motor activities of named body parts.

Anatomy of the Brain Includes large illustrations of the cerebral hemispheres and body parts affected by each area. Outlines circulation system, nerves, and sinuses.

Each is 20"W x 26"L • Full-color, flexible, plastic lamination • Top corner eyelets

#MCC82837 THE BRAIN $25.75 ea
#MCC82838 ANATOMY OF THE BRAIN $25.75 ea

Understanding Stroke Chart, p. 4
Brain Injury Assessment

Scales of Cognitive Ability for Traumatic Brain Injury (SCATBI), Brenda B. Adamovich and Jennifer Henderson A battery of subtests to assess cognitive and linguistic abilities of clients with head injuries. Five subtests can be administered individually or together in 10 to 45 minutes. Includes perception/discrimination, orientation, organization, recall, and reasoning subtests that progress in difficulty to very high levels and allow clients to be measured with the same instrument as they regain the use of higher-level abilities.

SCATBI kit contains: examiner’s manual, stimulus manual, stimulus card set, stimulus audiocassette, 25 record forms, carrying case

#MCC80168 SCATBI KIT $391.00 kit
#MCC80169 ADDITIONAL RECORD FORMS, 25/PK $83.00 pk

DLOTCA™ Dynamic Cognitive Battery and DLOTCA-G™ Lowenstein Rehabilitation Hospital, Israel These kits provide reliable, valid and predictable information that can help assess client’s cognitive or social level, chart a course of treatment and track changes over time. They incorporate a dynamic component that provides measuring of learning potential and recognizing thinking strategies, and identifies the level of awareness of a client and the condition and cognitive disability. DLOTCA was validated with clients 18-69 years and contains 28 subtests in seven cognitive areas: orientation, awareness, visual perception, spatial perception, praxis, visuomotor construction, and thinking operations. DLOTCA-G is for clients over 70. (See detailed description on page 47).

Each kit contains: manual, scoring forms, manipulatives in carrying case

#MCC82971 DLOTCA $303.75 kit
#MCC82972 DLOTCA-G $314.00 kit

Test of Memory and Learning, Second Edition (TOMAL-2), Cecil R. Reynolds and Judith K. Voress Includes delayed recall tasks for general and specific memory function needed for those with mild head injuries. Contains eight core subtests that cover Verbal Memory Index, Nonverbal Memory Index, and Composite Memory Index. Six supplementary subtests cover Verbal Delayed Recall Index, Learning Index, Attention and Concentration Index, Sequential Memory Index, Free Recall Index, and Associative Recall Index. Highly discernable and relevant scores.

Tested on clients ages 5-59 years! TOMAL-2 kit contains: examiner’s manual, picture books, profile/summary forms, examiner record booklets, delayed recall cue cards, test board and chips in sturdy storage box

#MCC82908 $472.75 kit

#MCC82971 DLOTCA $303.75 kit
#MCC82972 DLOTCA-G $314.00 kit

Brief Test of Head Injury (BTHI), Nancy Helm-Estabrooks and Gillian Hotz Assesses clients with severe head trauma in 20-30 minutes at bedside. Quickly probes cognitive, linguistic, and communicative abilities. Great first assessment post-coma because it is brief and efficient and can be administered in multiple short sessions. Sensitive to small performance changes—useful for tracking recovery patterns during spontaneous recovery. Both gestural and verbal responses recorded.

BTHI kit contains: examiner’s manual, stimulus card set, manipulatives set, 25 record forms, carrying case

#MCC82918 BTHI COMPLETE KIT $256.00 kit
#MCC82920 ADDITIONAL RECORD FORMS, 25/PK $75.75 pk

Sensory Stimulation Kit Appropriate for clients with various levels of head injuries (levels I to III on Rancho Los Amigos Scale). Items help assess olfactory, gustatory, visual, auditory, and tactile functions, and facilitate adaptive responses. Manual includes stimulation activities and forms for assessment, treatment planning, and recordkeeping.

Kit contains: 34-page manual, 37 items, communication boards, carrying case

#MCC8628 $380.75 kit
Cognitive Performance Test (CPT), Theresa Burns This standardized performance-based assessment determines baseline measurement and tracks changes in global functions in individuals with Alzheimer’s or other dementias. Seven sub-tasks measure understanding of common ADLs performed by adults: sorting medications, shopping for appropriate clothing, washing hands, preparing food, using the telephone, traveling from one location to another, and dressing.

CPT kit contains: instructions for administering test, record forms, and materials required for testing

#MCC82331 $605.00 ea

SR-Cognitive Profile
An effective and efficient way of screening for cognitive impairment by assessing the client in a natural and functional setting. Used during routine activities of daily living to facilitate early detection and determine whether an in-depth assessment is warranted. Each sheet includes a check-off system for dressing, grooming, eating, toileting, transfers, and oral peripheral exam. The eight-point rating scale measures the cognitive linguistic ability for pragmatics, orientation, attention and scanning, memory, receptive and expressive language, reasoning and problem-solving, and executive control. Provides a rationale for comprehensive follow-up. The color-coded areas correspond to the colored tabs of the SR-Cognition Master Workbook (see page 8).

8½” x 11” tablet with 40 sheets
#MCC82948 $60.75 pk

Scale of Cognitive and Communicative Ability for Neurorehabilitation (SCCAN), Lisa Milman and Audrey Holland Appropriate for a broad range of clients with neurocognitive and communicative impairment. Determines the severity of impairment, helps establish appropriate treatment goals, and helps draft treatment plans. Contents relate to adult daily activities. The eight scales cover oral expression, orientation, memory, speech comprehension, reading comprehension, writing, attention, and problem-solving. Can be administered in 30 minutes.


#MCC83035 $266.00 kit

Spanish-Bilingual Versions

Receptive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Tests—Fourth Edition, Nancy A. Martin and Rick Brownell An individually administered, norm-referenced assessment of how well a client can match a word that is heard (in English) to objects, actions, or concepts presented in full-color pictures. This multiple-choice format test consists of 190 items presented in a developmental sequence of concepts reflected in home, school, or media. Age-related starting points and ceilings (set number of errors) ensure that only a subset of items (the critical range) is administered. Test is untimed but can be administered in about 20 minutes; scoring is easy and takes about 5 minutes, with raw scores reported as standard score, and percentile ranks. The NEW Spanish-Bilingual Edition can be administered in either Spanish or English or both languages, and the client is given the opportunity to respond in either language.

ROWPVT-4 kit contains: examiner’s manual, test plates, and 25 record forms
#MCC83006 ROWPVT-4 ENGLISH $159.00 kit
#MCC83037 ROWPVT-4 BILINGUAL $175.00 kit

Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Tests—Fourth Edition, Nancy A. Martin and Rick Brownell Tests how well a client can name (in English) the objects, actions, or concepts presented in full-color pictures. The 190 items are presented in developmental sequence that reflects current concepts experienced through home, school, or media. It retains the use of prompts and cues (shown on the Record Form) to make sure examiners attend to the relevant aspects of each illustration. Age-related starting points and ceilings (number of errors) ensure that only a subset of items is administered. Test is untimed and can be given in about 20 minutes. Scoring is easy and takes less than 5 minutes, with raw scores reported as standard score, and percentile ranks. The NEW Spanish-Bilingual Edition can be administered in either Spanish or English or both languages, and the client is given the opportunity to respond in either language.

EOWPVT kit contains: examiner’s manual, test plates, and 25 record forms
#MCC83005 EOWPVT-4 ENGLISH $177.75 kit
#MCC83038 EOWPVT-4 BILINGUAL $175.00 kit

Ross Information Processing Assessment, (RIPA-2), Second Edition, Deborah Ross-Swain Quantifies cognitive-linguistic deficits, determines severity levels for each skill area, and develops rehabilitation goals and objectives. Shows quantifiable data for profiling 10 key areas basic to communicative and cognitive functioning. Test items have proven to be unbiased to age or gender. Includes severity levels and treatment goal development in immediate memory, recent memory, temporal orientation (recent and remote), information recall, environment orientation, organization, spatial orientation, problem-solving/reasoning, and auditory processing.

RIPA-2 kit contains: examiner’s manual, 25 record forms, 25 profile summary forms

#MCC80186 RIPA-2 $223.75 kit
#MCC82978 RIPA-GERIATRIC $168.75 kit
#MCC83083 RECORD FORMS, 25/PK $44.75 pk
**Everyday Expressions**, Diana J. Goodwin

An easy-to-use, interesting, and enjoyable program to directly facilitate the recovery of functional communication skills in clients with neurological injury. The 78 illustrated expressions are organized into five categories: general social, daily living activities, dining out, at the doctor’s office, and visiting with friends. The back of each card has the written expression and description of the situation. Manual has specific instructions for use; writing and documenting outcomes; and home practice instructions, as well as reproducible drill and progress logs.

Kit contains: 78 cards (4” x 6”), 12-page instruction manual

#MCC82638 $78.75 kit

**Flex Your Brain Cards**, Susan Brubaker, Carolyn Doty, and Lisa Mammoser

Stimulate cognitive flexibility and working memory and attention. These unique concepts stimulate higher-level thinking in either individual sessions or in group treatment. Tasks require dual processing, and variations enhance client interest and decrease learned responses. Difficulty level is easily modified to meet clients’ needs; suggestions sheet included. Large-print, 3¼” by 3½” cards with 2-sided heavy lamination.

Contains: 80 cards, storage box, suggestion sheet

#MCC82945 $56.75 set

**Cognitive Reorganization—Third Edition**, Sharon Holloran

A highly flexible program that includes hundreds of fresh new contemporary stimuli toward memory, attention, and orientation deficits. These adult-oriented activities are designed to improve the cognitive-linguistic skills of TBI clients. Includes both cognitive reorganization and practical math of earlier version. Activities are organized into 10 major headings. The clear print makes it easy for clients to respond. Over 4,200 stimuli and reproducible information sheets.

350 pages, softcover

#MCC82623 $90.75 ea

**Retraining Cognition: Techniques and Applications**, Rick Parenté and Douglas Herrmann

The latest techniques for problem-solving, decision-making, concept-learning, organization, planning, and reasoning skills in general. Describes how the human information processing system works and how it may fail after an injury. Contents include models and theories of cognitive rehabilitation, assessing the multimodal system, retraining thinking skills, passive modal interventions, and support ideas.

275 pages, hardcover

#MCC80681 $94.00 ea

**The Brain Injury Workbook**, Trevor Powell and Kit Malia

A rich, comprehensive, and reproducible workbook for professionals, caregivers, and those who have suffered a brain injury. Helps develop adaptive compensatory strategies after brain injury and is excellent for moderate-to-high-level clients. Includes over 140 cognitive exercises for memory, thinking skills, executive functions, awareness, insight, and emotional adjustment; 40 information sheets on key problem areas with questions designed to educate and stimulate thinking and discussion; and questionnaires and quizzes to evaluate clients.

242 pages, softcover, wire binding

#MCC83085 $107.75 ea

**Head Injury: A Practical Guide**, Trevor Powell

This up-to-date edition gives families and caregivers a practical guide to the hidden psychological, social, behavioral, and emotional problems caused by head injury. Jargon-free, it addresses medical problems, rehabilitation, and adjustment to the realities of life after injury. Includes chapters on long-term emotional adjustment, types of brain injury, returning to work, anger management, and improving insight and awareness.

245 pages, softcover

#MCC82184 $63.00 ea
Problem-Solving

Make Your Mark  No copier necessary! This dry-erase activity book offers 13 floor plans of familiar places along with a separate therapist manual containing sets of questions created specifically for each floor plan. Designed to assist adult clients with skills of information processing, spatial orientation, categorization, writing, and counting, this activity book targets multiple goals. The clients make their mark directly onto the book. When finished, simply wipe the book and use again.

Kit contains: activity book (10”W x 14”L), Therapist Manual, dry-erase marker, and storage envelope

#MCC82997  $60.75 kit

Critical Thinking for Activities of Daily Living and Communication, Mary Pitti-Daly and Jennifer Holmes-Fouché  Facilitates community re-entry of adult clients. Picture cards help improve communication and performance of daily living activities. Perfect for clients who have decreased cognitive skills due to stroke, traumatic brain injury, dementia, or neurological involvement. Simulated situations and activities require the use of one or more cognitive and executive functions, encouraging clear verbal communication skills.

105 pages, easel-back flipbook

#MCC81901  $137.75 ea

Odd One Out  Each of the 48 laminated cards has a group of objects printed on it. All of the objects, except one, is from a single category. The task is to identify the odd one out! Encourages expressive language, vocabulary, logical thought, grouping and classification, observation skills, and attention and concentration. The cards are divided into three levels of difficulty. The guide suggests several activities for each level of cards.

Contains: 48 cards, instructional guide, and storage box

#MCC81682  $56.75 set

Problem-Solving Therapy Program, Nancy Helm-Estabrooks and Colleen M. Karow  A model-based approach to strengthen clients’ cognitive abilities using engaging exercises—over 400—created to stimulate the core problem-solving strategies. These are strategies needed for everyday functioning in clients with neurological disorders involving stroke, dementia, traumatic brain injury, or attention deficits. Cognitive processes called upon by each type of problem-solving are listed for easy reference. Exercises emphasize a self-direct approach that lets individuals work through tasks in their own way. It contains all the instructions, scripts, exercises, communication adaptations, and documentation for scoring.

493 pages, spiral-bound

#MCC83020  $137.75 ea

Communication Catalyst Cards, Susan Brubaker, Carolyn Doty, and Lisa Mammoser  Cards to support and encourage conversational interaction for clients at all levels of ability in either individual sessions or in group treatment. Promote communication with a wide range of 320 different questions. The four color-coded decks are sorted by responses: nonverbal answers, work plus, sentence plus, and extended answers. These 3½” x 3½” cards use large print and have 2-sided heavy laminated.

Contains: 320 cards, 5 divider cards, suggestion sheet, and storage box

#MCC82944  $98.00 set

Problem-Solving Picture Cards, Mary John Pitti and Traci Meier  Realistic problem-solving situations illustrated with full-color photos—situations that clients with brain injury face every day. Designed to help improve problem-solving and reasoning skills. Critical thinking questions on reverse side of each photo prompt clients to identify problems and formulate solutions. Questions vary in difficulty to match the different cognitive levels of clients. Categories cover community mobility, confrontation, household problems, safety, consumer problems, and personal hygiene.

Contains: 78 cards, 6” x 8”, 13-page softcover manual, and storage box

#MCC81551  $113.75 set
Retraining Workbooks

Susan Brubaker Workbooks
Best-selling activity books, each addressing a special set of skills for cognitive rehabilitation.

Workbook for Language Skills
Features six target areas with 68 real-world language-based exercises of low-to-moderate difficulty. Target areas for adult and adolescents include sentence completion, sentence construction, figurative language, general knowledge, word recall, sentence comprehension, and spelling. 325 pages, hardcover three-ring binder, and tabs.

Workbook For Cognitive Skills
For adult and adolescent clients with moderate-to-high-level difficulty. Numerous exercises are provided for logic, flowing directions, word retrieval, and flexible thinking. Unique CLUES section makes exercises adaptable for non-spellers and others, and allows difficulty level to be changed. 370 pages, plastic binder, color tabs, and answer key.

Targeting Spelling Strategies...the Second Time Around
Developed for those working to regain spelling skills. Includes six strategy-based cueing tools to help initiation and carryover. Black-line drawings depict more than 1,300 different adult-level words, ranging from short, high-frequency words to more difficult words. Client then provides from one to all missing letters, with or without clues. Includes alphabetized list of illustrated words. 225 pages, hardcover three-ring binder, and tabs.

Sourcebook for Receptive and Expressive Language Functioning
Thousands of stimulus questions that cross all areas of language functioning at all levels of difficulty that can be used all day. Has color-coded sections covering six diagnostic target areas for receptive language and six for expressive language. Special dividers provide screening probes for graduated levels of difficulty to diagnose breakdowns either within a target area or across areas. 328 pages, hardcover, tabbed dividers, and flat binding.
Cognition Therapy

SR-Cognition Over 300 pages of therapeutic activities organized hierarchically into five key areas of cognition, including orientation; attention and scanning; memory; receptive and expressive language; and reasoning and problem-solving. Using the optional easel offers visual cues and clues. Supplemental Workbook contains activities that are laminated, reusable, and in full color. Four up-to-date photo card decks are included for confrontational naming, categorization and scanning, sequencing, and problem-solving. 20 laminated picture cards for memory, word finding, following directions, and language-building.

SR-Cognition kit contains: master workbook, supplemental workbook, 4 photo card decks, 20 picture cards, dry-erase marker, and storage box

#MCC82762 $362.75 kit

Sequencing Photo Cards Each deck contains 25 images depicting sequences of adult-based activities. Designed to facilitate recovery in various cognitive areas as well as rehabilitation across languages. Helps assess fluency, vocal quality, intensity, and strength and coordination of clients. Also helps with mental manipulation of information, demonstrating steps needed to complete tasks, and staying on topic during conversations. Order of each step involved in sequence is shown on the back of each photo card.

4" x 6" cards with ring holder

Sequencing Photo Cards—3-Step has eight sets of sequences. Clutter-free photos include taking medication, packing a suitcase, sweeping up, feeding the dog, and more.

Sequencing Photo Cards—4-Step has six sets of sequences that show specific steps such as taking out the trash, tying a necktie, wrapping a gift, putting a table together, and more.

Sequencing Photo Cards—5-Step has five sets of sequences with more specific details to the task. They include setting a table, leaving the house, putting in a light bulb, writing a letter, and making cupcakes.

Sequencing ADLs has a variety of steps for completing activities of daily living. They show such activities as dressing with a reacher, bed-to-wheelchair transfer, washing your face, putting on shoes, and more.

#MCC82900 3-STEP $41.75 set
#MCC82901 4-STEP $40.75 set
#MCC82902 5-STEP $41.75 set
#MCC82903 ADLS $41.75 set

Awareness and Safety Images of dangerous life situations, including riding a motorcycle without a helmet, swallowing a bottle of pills, eating moldy food, jaywalking, and eating with a knife. Questions and answers on the back include: 1) What is inappropriate about this situation? 2) Why is this situation potentially dangerous? 3) What would you do differently to prevent harm?

#MCC82765 $45.75 set

Problem Solving Images showing pictorial absurdities, including fishing in a bathtub, wearing a lampshade on one’s head, kayaking with barbells, and reading a newspaper without text. Questions and answers on the back include “What is wrong with this picture?”

#MCC82764 $45.75 set

Confrontational Naming Images of everyday objects such as an apple or book. Questions and answers on the back promote word-finding skills—questions like, “What do you call this?”

#MCC82763 $45.75 set

Sequencing Photo Cards Each deck contains 25 up-to-date images that are completely different from those in the SR kit. Use alone for a variety of activities or as additional cards with the SR kit.

Supplemental Photo Cards Each deck contains 25 up-to-date images that are completely different from those in the SR kit. Use alone for a variety of activities or as additional cards with the SR kit.

Categorization & Scanning Cards Images of 3 to 8 items per card, such as tools, dairy products, writing instruments, kitchen gadgets, and more. Promotes categorizing and scanning skills. Questions and answers are provided on the back of each photo card.

#MCC82834 $45.75 set

Get it all in one...

SR-Cognition Deluxe Includes the all-inclusive SR-Cognition Kit, 4 supplemental photo card decks (see above), 5-Step sequencing cards (at left) and SR-Cognitive Profile (page 25).

#MCC82949 $541.75 kit
**Left Visual**

**Simple Cognitive Tasks**, Mary Evanofski  
Three-book set of beginning tasks helps clients get back on the road to recovery after any neurological impairment.  
100-page softcover, plastic binding  
#MCC5821 $58.75 ea

**Memory Workbook, Volume 2**  
develops rote memory skills using rhythm and rhyme, categorization, visual imagery, reading comprehension, and visual-spatial memory tasks.  
100-page softcover, plastic binding  
#MCC5822 $58.75 ea

**Problem Solving Workbook, Volume 3**  
Visual, verbal, and mathematical problems used to stimulate fundamental problem-solving.  
100-page softcover, plastic binding  
#MCC5823 $58.75 ea

**Visuospatial Training Tablet**  
This cutting-edge tool uses LEDs in various colors and patterns to train clients with hemispatial neglect in visual scanning. Lighting and auditory feedback can be adjusted from minimum to maximum cues based on the client's level of severity. The tablet can be set to 1, 2, or 3 columns of lighting with the option for lighting patterns to increase attention to the neglected side of space. For multimodal cueing, auditory feedback can be set to occur in 5-, 10-, or 15-second intervals. The tablet provides a magnetic surface to secure material for reading and writing exercises. Worksheets can be placed over the columns to highlight the page or to the side, working as an anchor. The surface is also spill-proof for use as a tray during mealtimes.  
16” x 15” x 2” • 1-year full warranty • 5 lbs.  
#MCC83082 $399.00 ea

**Left Visual Inattention Workbook**, Dawn Scott Knaus  
Ready-to-use, reusable activities for clients with right-hemisphere injury who tend to neglect the left visual field. Contains fun and engaging activities that encourage visualization of words and shapes that lie to the left visual field. Use these laminated pages over and over by wiping off ink after each session. Helps clients learn compensatory strategies. Activities are grouped by type, such as shape matching, word search, mazes, and word differentiation. Exercises included are for both readers and nonreaders. Reproducible data collection sheet allows keeping records of each client's performance.  
120 pages, laminated three-ring binder  
#MCC81559 $112.75 ea

**Stay on Track**  
Includes 25 pages of colorful, reusable materials that emphasize tracking and scanning skills. These activities facilitate perception, attention, and comprehension for visual stimuli. Edgeness techniques of using a red line to establish left boundary are used early on, but eliminated to establish carryover. Tracking includes line, curves, corners, circles, L to R and R to L, to train visual scanning skills, followed by a practical carryover.  
Kit contains: 25-page (13½” x 10“) dry-erase book, two dry-erase markers, and examples for documentation  
#MCC83003 $121.75 kit

**Left-neglect Magnetic Puzzles**  
Each magnetic puzzle contains an assembled right half and an incomplete left half. Clients are required to direct their attention to the left in order to complete the puzzle. Each set offers three levels of difficulty and comes with three puzzles per package, sizes 10” x 12” and 12” x 14”: beautiful butterfly/flower/leaf or face/house/peacock.  
#MCC82995 BUTTERFLY/FLOWER/LEAF $55.75 set  
#MCC82996 FACE/HOUSE/PEACOCK $55.75 set

**Dry-erase Magnetic Board**  
Perfect for Left-neglect Magnetic Puzzles! It’s lightweight, functional, affordable, and can be used with dry-erase markers.  
#MCC83002 $20.75 ea
**Functional Memory Manual**, Jean Elbaum, Peggy Kramer, Deborah Benson, and Carrie Dulaski

An interdisciplinary approach to building functional memory skills, emphasizing the use of internal and external strategies to improve recall. Chapters include strategies and activities for improving attention, auditory recall, visual recall, sequential recall, and functional memory. Instructions at the beginning of each chapter provide guidance in selecting activities for individual clients as well as examples of application. The exercises are appropriate for clients with mild, moderate, and severe memory deficits. Many reproducible pages and carryover suggestions for between-session practice.

380 pages, softcover, spiral binding

#MCC88862  $89.00 ea

**Treating Memory Impairments**, Vicki S. Dohrman

Describes many of the different internal and external memory strategies that have been used effectively by people with memory difficulties—mnemonics, motor cuing, association, reading strategies, and memory books. It then shows how to develop a step-by-step training program for helping clients learn to use the individualized memory strategies effectively. Reproducible pages include memory book pages, training worksheets, environmental cue stickers, and handouts for other therapists and caregivers.

210 pages, softcover, wire binding

#MCC81996  $74.75 ea

---

**Everyday Activities to Sequence**, Mary Pitti Daly and Daniel D. Daly

These larger cards are a valuable tool for working with clients who have neurogenic disorders. Full-color cards help clients who have difficulty with sequencing and organizational skills. 80 cards depict 20 sequences, including activities of daily living, household tasks, community mobility, and hospital situations. Reproducible forms help document responses and track progress. Helps retrain language, enhance critical thinking, and develop problem-solving skills.

Contains: 80 full-color 8” x 6” cards, eight-page softcover manual, and storage box

#MCC81569  $109.75 set

---

**Flex Your Memory Cards** stimulate auditory and visual recall with prospective memory triggers. This dual-concept tool is an innovative way to address retention, working memory, and prospective memory with clients who are developing strategies and need functional practice. White task cards provide information to remember. Green trigger cards show various (future) times and/or conditional parameters for recalling that information. Pairing a task card and a trigger card requires the client to use strategies to know when and what to recall. Additional ideas, variations, and suggestions are included.

Contains: 25 green trigger cards, 65 white task cards, instructions, and storage box

#MCC83029  $55.75 set

---

**At the Table** This magnetic therapy tool provides a new, engaging, and interactive way for therapists to approach language, memory, naming, and direction-following. Cleverly designed specifically for adult clients to engage in interactive tasks. Durable magnets include 34 familiar table items, 34 matching table item names, and 80 stimulus questions that address locating, naming, yes/no response, problem-solving, and safety. Magnetic board available separately.

Kit contains: 64 magnets, stimulus questions, and storage envelope

#MCC83000 AT THE TABLE  $55.75 kit

#MCC83002 MAGNETIC BOARD  $20.75 kit

---

**Memory Turn** This fun game of matching cards designed specifically for adults provides a great way to target attention, memory, and concentration. Offers 20 pairs of brightly colored photos that are oriented to the adult population. The smiley face can be used as a reward card when a match is made. A heavy laminate surface ensures durability and may be wiped clean with just a damp cloth after each use.

Contains 20 laminated cards (2½” x 3¼”) and storage box

#MCC82998  $42.75 set

---

**Magnetic Board**
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Communication Aids

Interactive Communication Cards, Joan Green
Enable and enhance communication opportunities for persons with communication difficulties. Each set depicts 120 practical and functional activities, along with common words. Words are printed on front and back of each of the 2" x 2" cards. Four sentence strips encourage communicating in sentences. High-frequency vocabulary listed.

Each set contains 120 laminated cards, 4 sentence strips, 124 VELCRO® brand coins, folder
#MCC82262 HOME & HEALTH SET $33.75 set
#MCC82263 FOOD SET $33.75 set
#MCC82264 RECREATION/LEISURE SET $33.75 set
#MCC82265 SENSORY & SOCIAL $33.75 set

GoTalk™ Communicators
Powerful, portable, easy to use, and highly durable communication tools for short- or long-term augmentative communication or cognitive enrichment.

GoTalk™ 4+ A great place to start AAC. 20-message capacity (four large 3” keys and five levels). Two core messages and new technology with superior sound and volume control. 9” x 12” x 1⅜” • Three blank overlays included • 20 oz.
#MCC82258 $195.75 ea

GoTalk™ Overlay Software
Create overlays that look great for any of the GoTalks with this one disc. Comes with Imagine Symbol Library CD, new copy-and-paste feature to gather images from the web or other media. Overlays can contain an image, text, or both. Great editing features.

Ready-made templates for all GoTalks • Print out with any inkjet or laser printer • Windows only
#MCC82853 $103.75 ea

GoTalk™ Pocket
This small, discreet talker can hold 30 messages. Lightweight, contoured, and fits nicely in the hand. Six message keys with five recording levels give user plenty to talk about. Overlays slide in easily and store in rear compartment. Recording time of 5 minutes. 3½” x 5½” x 1” • 7 oz.
#MCC82835 $201.75 ea

GoTalk™ 20+
Rugged, 100-message capacity (20 keys, 1” square, five recording levels). Five core messages that stay the same on each level so no need to re-record essential messages. 9” x 12” x 1⅜” • Three blank overlays included • 20 oz.
#MCC82259 $271.75 ea

GoTalk™ 9+
45-message capacity (nine keys, each 1¾” x 2¼”, and five recording levels), plus three core messages that remain constant when you change levels. Offers superior sound with volume control and sequential recording, whole-level erasing, and built-in overlay storage. 9” x 12” x 1⅜” • Three blank overlays included • 20 oz.
#MCC82233 $228.00 ea

Go-Talk™ Express-32 Easy to use yet powerful, this is an ideal bridge between low-tech and dynamic display communication tools. Like all Go-Talks, it is rugged, attractive, and boasts great sound quality. Added features include surround-message LEDs for visual prompts, an option to add a 1.5-second auditory cue to any message, and the remarkable ability to seamlessly play multiple messages in sequence. It is also a fully functional scanning device, ideal for beginning or experienced communicators. 14¼” W x 10” L x 1¾” D • 2¼ lbs.
#MCC82992 $606.75 ea

Health Care Communication Boards help clients to communicate medical, physical, and emotional information. The 70 pictures, letters and numbers on disposable cards can be used in long- or short-term situations, at bedside, in therapy sessions, or left with clients.

Available in Spanish

Packaged in four tablets of 50 disposable boards each
#MCC82436 ENGLISH $41.75 pk
#MCC82979 SPANISH $41.75 pk

Interactive Communication Cards, Joan Green
Enable and enhance communication opportunities for persons with communication difficulties. Each set depicts 120 practical and functional activities, along with common words. Words are printed on front and back of each of the 2” x 2” cards. Four sentence strips encourage communicating in sentences. High-frequency vocabulary listed.

Each set contains 120 laminated cards, 4 sentence strips, 124 VELCRO® brand coins, folder
#MCC82262 HOME & HEALTH SET $33.75 set
#MCC82263 FOOD SET $33.75 set
#MCC82264 RECREATION/LEISURE SET $33.75 set
#MCC82265 SENSORY & SOCIAL $33.75 set

GoTalk™ Communicators
Powerful, portable, easy to use, and highly durable communication tools for short- or long-term augmentative communication or cognitive enrichment.

GoTalk™ 4+ A great place to start AAC. 20-message capacity (four large 3” keys and five levels). Two core messages and new technology with superior sound and volume control. 9” x 12” x 1⅜” • Three blank overlays included • 20 oz.
#MCC82258 $195.75 ea

GoTalk™ Overlay Software
Create overlays that look great for any of the GoTalks with this one disc. Comes with Imagine Symbol Library CD, new copy-and-paste feature to gather images from the web or other media. Overlays can contain an image, text, or both. Great editing features.

Ready-made templates for all GoTalks • Print out with any inkjet or laser printer • Windows only
#MCC82853 $103.75 ea

GoTalk™ Pocket
This small, discreet talker can hold 30 messages. Lightweight, contoured, and fits nicely in the hand. Six message keys with five recording levels give user plenty to talk about. Overlays slide in easily and store in rear compartment. Recording time of 5 minutes. 3½” x 5½” x 1” • 7 oz.
#MCC82835 $201.75 ea

GoTalk™ 20+
Rugged, 100-message capacity (20 keys, 1” square, five recording levels). Five core messages that stay the same on each level so no need to re-record essential messages. 9” x 12” x 1⅜” • Three blank overlays included • 20 oz.
#MCC82259 $271.75 ea

GoTalk™ 9+
45-message capacity (nine keys, each 1¾” x 2¼”, and five recording levels), plus three core messages that remain constant when you change levels. Offers superior sound with volume control and sequential recording, whole-level erasing, and built-in overlay storage. 9” x 12” x 1⅜” • Three blank overlays included • 20 oz.
#MCC82233 $228.00 ea

Go-Talk™ Express-32 Easy to use yet powerful, this is an ideal bridge between low-tech and dynamic display communication tools. Like all Go-Talks, it is rugged, attractive, and boasts great sound quality. Added features include surround-message LEDs for visual prompts, an option to add a 1.5-second auditory cue to any message, and the remarkable ability to seamlessly play multiple messages in sequence. It is also a fully functional scanning device, ideal for beginning or experienced communicators. 14¼” W x 10” L x 1¾” D • 2¼ lbs.
#MCC82992 $606.75 ea

Health Care Communication Boards help clients to communicate medical, physical, and emotional information. The 70 pictures, letters and numbers on disposable cards can be used in long- or short-term situations, at bedside, in therapy sessions, or left with clients.

Available in Spanish

Packaged in four tablets of 50 disposable boards each
#MCC82436 ENGLISH $41.75 pk
#MCC82979 SPANISH $41.75 pk
Practical Communication

The Sourcebook of Practical Communication, Sue Addlestone A unique resource for conversational practice, full of practical and creative topic-based activities. Great for use with a wide range of clients to promote the carryover of speech and language skills into everyday conversation. Helps clients with articulation disorders, dysarthria, aphasia, reading and writing difficulties, and dysphonia. Practical and ready-to-use activities cover 90 topics. Includes photocopy-friendly record forms, exercises, and home practice sheets. 152 pages, softcover, wire binding

Communicard Trio, Angela Tipton Dikengil Three different cards in pads of 50 sheets feature a clear, easy format for temporary or long-term use. Two sheets are symbolic representations of familiar items and conditions. Alphabet/number card helps communicate beyond basic needs. Meets individual needs of clients in isolation, in intensive care, or who are ventilator-dependent. Assists foreign-language clients, post-surgery clients, and those with neurological disorders. Can also help evaluate whether a more sophisticated communication system can be used. 8½" x 11" • 3 @ 50 sheets/pad, printed on one side

Adults with Profound Communication Difficulties, Fiona Sugden-Best Helps clients with limited motor control and a reliance on yes/no responses and/or eye pointing. It has practical ideas for every aspect of therapy, from assessment to exercises to follow-up. Includes photocopy-friendly worksheets in large type and pictures to help independent work as well as handouts for caregivers. Applicable for a variety of clinical settings. Contains activities and therapy for oromotor exercises and desensitization, articulation, language assessments, AAC, and breathing. 200 pages, softcover, wire binding

Communication Catalyst Cards, Susan Brubaker, Carolyn Doty, and Lisa Mammoser Cards to support and encourage conversational interaction for clients at all levels of ability in either individual sessions or in group treatment. Promote communication with a wide range of 320 different questions. The four color-coded decks are sorted by responses: nonverbal answers, work plus, sentence plus, and extended answers. These 3½" x 3¾" cards use large print and have 2-sided heavy lamination. Contains: 320 cards, 5 divider cards, suggestion sheet, and storage box

So What Do You Think? Kathryn Kilpatrick and Joan Bryden A truly unique set of questions to get conversations started with your clients. Each sturdy, coated 3½" x 4" card has three different types of questions that can be answered briefly or be the beginning of an extended conversation: “What’s your favorite time of the day?” or “Describe a chore you don’t like to do.” The accompanying manual has the same questions and can be reproduced for writing down answers. Contains: 50 cards, box, reproducible workbook

StepPAD A powerful, easy-to-use tool for clients who have trouble completing multi-step tasks independently. Directions that you record are played back in sequence, one step at a time, to prompt what to do next. Extremely portable, with navigation buttons pressed with the thumb—like a video game controller. Two core messages are easy to access for important information or key expressions. Volume can be adjusted and buttons can be marked with slide-in overlay. Record up to 30 steps per eight activities (four activities, four levels). Overlays can be made easily with the GoTalk™ Overlay Software. 6½" x 2" x ½" • 5.3 oz. • Batteries and lanyard included

CompuCard Trio

NEW!
**Attention Process Training Programs**

By McKay Moore Sohlgren and Catherine A. Mateer. Based on extensive research that is widely published in the cognitive rehabilitation and disability literature. These therapeutic treatment programs are designed for adolescents, adults, and veterans with mild, moderate, and severe traumatic brain injury (TBI), post-concussion syndrome, and other neurological disorders.

**APT Test**
This attention process test is a screening measure for use with APT I and APT II to help target types of attention in the client’s assessment. It is an indicator to help target different types in the assessment and develop a treatment program. It is not a normed psychometric test. This kit includes all material needed for the screening, including the screen, clicker, and exercises and scoresheets for printing out.
Test includes manual, clicker, and audio CD
#MCC83032  $75.00 ea

**APT I**
This clinical tool for cognitive remediation addresses attention disorders in clients across the spectrum of mild to severe brain injuries. It provides a theoretically based, hierarchically organized method of retraining the process of attention. This kit includes treatment activities, instructional manual, audio recordings, scoresheets, visual stimulus sheets, visual distractor overlays, cards, plus all materials needed for treatment sessions. Auditory and visual tasks are designed to improve sustained, selective, alternating and divided attention.
APT I kit contains: manual, 4 audio CDs, disc with PDF files for stimulus sheets and scoresheets, pens, eraser, cards, clickers, and stopwatch in a carrying case
#MCC83033  $450.00 kit

**APT II**
This is a more complex program designed for clients with mild cognitive dysfunction due to brain trauma. Activities address difficulties with sustained attention, slowed speed of information processing, distractability, shifting attention between multiple tasks, and paying attention to more than one source of information at a time. Organized attention exercises are grouped according to specific types of attention disorders. Activities and data collection facilitate generalization from the clinic to real-world settings.
APT II kit contains: manual, 6 audio CDs, 4 clickers, PDF files, and stopwatch in a carrying case
#MCC83034  $475.00 kit

**Cognitive Communication Functional Activities Manual**, Kathryn Kilpatrick
Filled with 71 activities designed to enhance cognitive communicative skills, this manual provides cognitive language-based problem-solving activities to expand basic cognitive communication skills to more complex levels. Three segments address word-finding skills, comprehension, and reading. These activities are for adults with acquired brain injuries, such as traumatic brain injury, stroke, tumor, or dementia. The activities can be used by individuals who are in high school, who have returned from the military, or who have developed cognitive-based language challenges from any type of brain trauma. Also helpful for persons with age-related memory loss and mild cognitive impairments.
150 pages, softcover
#MCC83031  $60.00 ea

**Cognition Functional Rehabilitation Activities Manual**, Barbara Messenger and Niki Ziarnek
This brain injury rehabilitation manual with functional activities on cognition was developed for brain injury programs and persons with disabilities. Over 70 activities on memory, attention, orientation, awareness, problem-solving, communication, money management, and community safety are designed for easy instruction and implementation. This manual can also be used for persons with a wide range of developmental or neurological impairments.
80 pages, softcover
#MCC83030  $40.00 ea
Assessment

Swallowing Ability and Function Evaluation (SAFE), Deborah Ross-Swain, Peggy Kipping, and Patricia Yee. Gives a diagnosis or label of dysphagia to generate a treatment plan. Administered quickly in clinical or bedside assessment, it gives a comprehensive picture of swallowing ability. It focuses on identifying specific problems, developing treatment plans, making periodic re-evaluations and assessments of progress, and determining effectiveness of various interventions on test performance.

SAFE kit contains: examiner’s manual, treatment manual, and profile/examiner record forms (pad of 50)

#MCC88871 $181.00 kit

Bedside Evaluation of Dysphagia (BED), Revised, Edward Hardy. Swallowing evaluation process with either standard or short form. Manual contains administration instructions and clinical implications of each type of disorder and gives diet consistency recommendations, compensatory strategies, and rehab strategies to try. Gives prescreening to identify non-physiological factors; oral motor assessment to evaluation structure and function and touch sensitivity and suspected damage to sensory or motor nerves; oral-pharyngeal dysphagia symptoms by administering foods and liquids; and bedside screening on one-page form.

BED kit contains: 54-page manual, softcover; 25 standard forms; 25 short forms. Additional forms available below.

#MCC88851 BED COMPLETE KIT $138.75 kit
#MCC88852 ADDITIONAL STANDARD FORMS, 25/PK $59.75 pk
#MCC88873 ADDITIONAL SHORT FORMS, 25/PK $25.75 pk

Easy strapping...

For swallow studies

AliStrap™ The product of choice for all swallow studies! This hook-and-loop strapping is permanently combined, back-to-back in one continuous 30’ roll—so no more worrying about finding matching pieces of strapping. Just cut a length from the roll and wrap it onto itself for secure attachment. Aids in holding clients in position during feeding or swallowing evaluations and reminds the client to keep still during swallow studies conducted by the X-ray department. Comfortable when wrapped around the midsection or chest. AliStrap is MR-safe, client-safe, and has soft edges. Priced right for single use to help reduce risk of infection. X-wide.

5” x 30’ roll

#MCC85904 $131.00 ea

Clinical Observational Dysphagia Assessment (CODA), Irene Campbell-Taylor. Based on ASHA’s guidelines, CODA gives a base for a treatment plan, accurately identifies the cause, and facilitates management plans, goals, and outcome measures. Includes brief overviews of the most important aspects of anatomy and physiology, has chart reviews, and an outcome-oriented summary form for tracking hydration and nutrition.

90 pages in ring binder

#MCC82424 $109.00 ea

Working with Dysphagia, Lizzy Marks and Deirdre Rainbow. A complete and practical manual for clinicians working with dysphagic clients in a range of settings with diverse groups, especially those with acquired neurological disorders and learning difficulties. With an emphasis on everyday practice, it is full of practical and workable material for clinicians. Covers assessment; management; tracheostomies and ventilators; and nutrition and hydration; and discusses multidisciplinary work as well as health and safety, and legal and ethical issues.

264 pages, softcover, wire binding

#MCC88855 $81.00 ea
Collaborating with the very best Speech-Language Pathologists, Spectramed Inc. is pleased to release The Guardian Way®, a NMES training course geared towards producing optimal clinical outcomes in half the treatment time and for less than a quarter of the cost.

Developed utilizing the fundamental electrophysiological principles of NMES that have been used successfully for over thirty years in neuro-rehabilitation, The Guardian Way® is applying these principles to the treatment of dysphagia.

ASHA CEU Approved Course Details:
- Introduction to Electrotherapy
- Physiological Effects and Therapeutic Applications of Electrical Stimulation
- Biber Protocol: An NMES protocol used to treat individuals with dysphagia for over 12 years that requires only 30 minutes to administer
- Clinical Application: How to use Guardian electrodes and NMES stimulator for the treatment of dysphagia
  - Use of stimulator, proper electrode care and placement, and NMES parameters
  - Assessing patient response and patient education
  - Troubleshooting
- Clinical population specific issues including head and neck cancer and neurodegenerative diseases
- Documentation, billing procedures and cost of care
- Clinician competency and certification
- Hands on assessment and successful completion of competency checklist
- Review of case studies and current ongoing research

Presented by: Spectramed

www.guardiantherapy.com • Toll Free 1-800-643-1917